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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to allow for a
phenomenological, hermeneutic treatment of students'
experiences of curriculum.

The foci of this study are to

stake a claim for the students' situated positions within
educational research and to provide spaces within academic
research where students' voices might be heard concerning
their experiences of curriculum.
After posing the problem of a lack of students'
perspectives in educational research, I present the study's
methodology:

a blending of Gadamer's philosophical

hermeneutics and van Manen's hermeneutic phenomenology.
Terms which seem salient to the study are as follows:
silence, voice, conversation, and experience.
Categorical thematic sections of hermeneutic
conversations offer descriptive interpretations of the
participants' lived experiences.

Also developed are the

themes of desires and distancing that are located within
and across categorical thematic distinctions.

In dealing

with the deaths of two participants, the study turned from
a hermeneutic inquiry concerning previously generated text
to a consideration of the meanings of the loss of these
participants.

In so doing, the remaining participants

expressed strong feelings of a deeper awareness of self
along with the realization of shared, common concerns with
friends, family, and self.

The notion of care and its

absence in curriculum became the focus of attention.

The

hermeneutic conversations end with an awareness that the
study's findings will live on as part of the memories of
the participants and researcher in the shape of tentative
questions rather than final answers.
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CHAPTER 1
SCHOOLING AND STUDENTS:

VOICING THE EXPERIENCE

Introduction

Education is the point at which we decide
whether we love the world enough to assume
responsibility for it and by the same token
to save it from that ruin which, except
for renewal, except for the coming of the
new and young, would be inevitable. And
education, too, is where we decide whether
we love our children enough not to expel them
from our world and leave them to their own
devices, nor to strike from their hands their
choice of undertaking something new, something
unforseen by us, but to prepare them in advance
for the task of renewing a common world.
(Arendt, 1961, p. 196)
I came to a realization and understanding that I loved
the world enough to assume responsibility for it quite
early in my teaching career, though I lacked the words to
express the idea.

I realized the value of each student who

sat in my classroom and came to understand that the world
would be shaped and shared by the same students that I
taught. ,* I learned to love my role as shaper of the future
and sharer of a love of learning and knowledge.
I cannot foresee the contours of Arendt's "common
world," but I can and do teach each day in preparation for
a better world.

The "renewal" of the young that will save

us from "ruin" is a constant process of teaching and
1
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learning that leads toward a transformation of all of our
lives.

Nevertheless, though I was able to speak of my

experiences as a teacher and the meanings of becoming and
transformation I found in teaching students, the students,
"the new and young," sat silently framed by the contours of
the square classroom.

Research and Students;

Hearing the Silence

While curriculum has been extensively studied in its
physical manifestations, the students have been noticeably
absent, according to Erickson and Shultz (1992).

While

attempting to write a chapter for the Handbook of Research
on Curriculum, Erickson and Shultz (1992) found that
student experience of curriculum had not been of much
interest to educators or researchers:
Neither in conceptual work, nor in empirical
research, nor in the conventional wisdom and
discourse of practice does the subjective
experience of students as they are engaged in
learning figure in any central way. (p.466)
Going on to say that developing an understanding of student
experience has been considered incidental by researchers,
teachers, and policy analysts, Erickson and Shultz found
that the "moment-to-moment character of engaging the
manifest curriculum" was "perhaps least well understood by
researchers, by teachers, and by students themselves"
(p.468).

Voiceless, silent, unpresent, passive —

the students'

perceptions and experiences of curriculum and schooling are
non-presences in most current and past research.

The

students do not give voice to their experiences.

C.H.

Edson (1990) informs us that:
researchers realize that what is intended by the
curriculum is not necessarily what is
internalized, yet they continue to devote their
major attention to the physical manifestations of
school curriculum rather than to how children
actually experience curricula in wide variety and
form. (p. 49)
Clearly, the students' voices and viewpoints, "how students
actually experience curricula," are not considered to be
primary data for educational research.
Though there are exceptions as a qualitative research
movement develops which attends to student concerns (Fine,
1991; Gilligan, Lyons, and Hanmer, 1990; van Manen, 1990,
1991), a large gap yet looms between theory and practice,
researcher and practitioner, teacher and student,
researcher and student.

As large a gap stretches between

those who speak and those who are silent.

A major lack in

educational research is an inclusionary attempt to involve
students in a consideration of educational practices.
Thus, the major foci of this research study are to stake a
claim for the students' situated positions within
educational research and to provide an auditory space
within academic research where students' voices might be
heard.

The "taken-for-granted," as presented by Schutz (1967,
p.74), seems to be that students are students are students.
No thoughtful reflection or descriptive analysis of
students' lives within the school lifeworld seems
necessary.

This seeing, or non-seeing, of students leads

to little understanding of how students experience their
educational lives in school settings.

Schutz (1967)

reminds us that "a change of attention can transform
something that is taken for granted into something
problematical" (p. 74).

Clearly, "a change of attention"

is called for; research is needed that deals with the
perceived experiences of students, especially adolescents
(Brown, 1992; Kincheloe, 1991).
According to van Manen (1990, p.183), the lived
meanings of experiences are "the way that a person
experiences and understands his or her world as real and
meaningful."

In order to learn about these experiences,

the lived meanings of students' worlds, should not the
students themselves speak to us as teachers, educators, and
researchers about their school lives?

Should not we

listen?

Students ' Voices;

Calibrating Educational Experiences

Grumet (1992, p.33) reminds us that: "If we must
calibrate education, then we might say we are educated to
the extent that we are conscious of our experience and to
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the degree that we are freed by this knowledge to act in
the world."

The desire to empower students to act in the

world as active agents and not, rather, to perpetuate
static positions of that of passive recipients should
propel educators "to prepare them (the students) in advance
for the task of renewing a common world" (Arendt, 1961, p.
196) .
Knowledge that allows students to create their own
parts to play surely will lead to a more satisfying and
fulfilling scene and world.

As we measure the worth of our

educational system, practices, and research, we find that
this quality, this worthiness, can be found or evidenced
within the daily, lived experiences of the students.

Van

Manen (1984) writes:
phenomenology does not offer us the
possibility of effective theory with
which we can now explain and/or control the world
but rather it offers us the possibility of
plausible insight which brings us in more direct
contact with the world.
(p. 38)
Brown (19 92) asserts that, for van Manen,
phenomenology as a "philosophy of action" is quite suited
to a reform of educational practice.

A hermeneutic

interpretative stance that involves a "more direct contact"
with the students' lifeworld and a turning to a realization
of the significance of student perspective to educational
research and reform seems central to the formation of a
pedagogy that is capable of the process of "renewal" or of
transformation.

6
Students' Perspectives:
Conversation

Enriching the Educational

I express a hope that this study adds to the
conversation concerning students, teachers, curriculum, and
schooling.

My strongest desire is that the research

participants speak in the educational conversation with the
richness of the lived details of pedagogical practices,
with warmth and grace of expression, with hope and zest for
each moment of life, with remorse and regret for lost
learning opportunities.
The aim of this study is to painstakingly place a
small piece of the larger puzzle of life and education in
place within the framework of aware educational practice
that seeks to make possible a "common world."

In this

world, students might recover and live their lives as
informed participants in a society that values life -- a
society that makes spaces available to connect our lives,
our lived experiences in communal purposes of existence.
These research participants are the "new and young."
The crisis of European humanity is, according to
Edmund Husserl, that philosophy views the world as a
question to be answered (Kundera, 1986, p.3) through "a
passion to know" and not for practical or ameliorative
purposes.

Perhaps, this study aids in counteracting

philosophy's negation of the value of human lives and adds
to the current attempts in research and pedagogical

practice to reposition the concrete "common" world of life
within our scope of vision and within the center of our
conversation.

Turning to the Questions;

Study Guides for Understanding

I began graduate work with studies of the history and
philosophy of education.

As I read and studied and

thought, I slowly began to alter my ways of being with
students and of attempting to come to an understanding with
them of the possibilities for learning.

Each course that

I took and set of readings I studied led to an increasingly
problematic consideration of pedagogy and curriculum, of
the ways that students were taught and of the ways that
they learned.
I gradually came to a realization that I lacked an
understanding of the ways students experience schooling,
their lives within the classroom.

Everyday life was lived

on the surface; we skittered and skimmed over the glassy
mirage of reality.

Thus, I turn to a consideration of

students' experiences of curriculum.
The starting point of the study is what van Manen
(1990) terms the "empirical realm of everyday lived
experience."

This hermeneutic phenomenological inquiry is

based on a series of dialogical conversations and writings
with a group of ten ninth grade students.

Through group

discussions and group interpretations of text created in

reaction to lived experiences of schooling, the research
participants and I attempted to make and uncover the
meanings of the structures of experiences of our school
lives.
As we questioned the meanings of our experienced
school lives, we continued to think:
The art of questioning is the art of questioning
even further --i.e., the art of thinking. It is
called dialectic because it is the art of
conducting a real dialogue.
(Gadamer, 1993, p. 367).
As this study unfolded into various patterns of being
and understanding, the following questions guided the
group's reflections:
*

How do students experience schooling?

*

How do students understand curriculum?

*

How are students able to express or articulate
these experiences and understandings?

Through a series of dialogical writings and hermeneutic
conversations, the research participants created texts and
understandings through language that formulated
interrelated perceptions and understandings of schooling.
Just as these questions served as guides for
understanding, the study's six chapters lead the way
through a year's effort to break the barriers of student
silence in educational research toward a voicing of a
deeper and fuller realization of students' perception of
pedagogy and curriculum.

The first chapter proposes the

problem of a lack of students' perspective in educational
research and the need for a reclamation of students' voice
concerning schooling.

Underlying this declaration of lack

of student perception is a desire on the part of the
researcher for a realization of the need, as stressed by
Arendt, for "the love of the world and of children" to
undergird educational practice with a concern "for the
coming of the new and young."

Hence, a study is proposed

that is centered within a hermeneutic interpretation of
students' thoughts and writings concerning their
experiences of schooling.
The second chapter presents the study's methodology:
a blending of Gadamer's philosophical hermeneutics and van
Manen's hermeneutic phenomenology.

Chapter Three details a

conceptual treatment and explication of terms which
underlie the research project:

silence, voice.

conversation, and experience. Here explanations are
offered of dialogical and hermeneutic conversations.
The fourth chapter offers the framework of the past
and present of the setting ofthe study:
Louisiana, and the local high school.

Springhill,

After setting

a treatment of the historicalbackground

forth

of the town and

school (pseudonyms have been provided to protect the
privacy of individual students and teachers), I work toward
a reintegration of my own life and school experiences with
the lives and experiences of the research participants.
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Chapter Four also sketches the framework of the study
itself and its connection to philosophical hermeneutics.
Finally, I offer descriptive characterizations of the study
participants.
Chapter Five delves into student text and tenders an
interpretation of the participants' writings and taperecorded discussions.

After offering a narrative of the

actual research process, the chapter provides five
categorical thematic sections that offer descriptive
interpretations of the lived experiences of the research
participants in an attempt "to see" meaning (van Manen,
1990, p.79).

Also developed are the recurring themes of

desires and distancing that are located within and across
categorical thematic distinctions.
The sixth chapter offers further interpretation of
student text, developed through a final series of meetings
and individual interviews with research participants in
collaborative conversations.

In dealing with the deaths of

two of the research participants in the fall of 1993, the
remaining participants turned from a hermeneutic inquiry
concerning text generated from the preceding school year
and focused their attention on the meanings within the loss
of their friends and schoolmates.

In so doing, the

participants expressed strong feelings of awareness of self
along with the realization of shared common concerns with
friends, family, and self.

The notion of care and its

absence in curriculum became the focus of attention.

The

conversation ends with an awareness that the study's
findings will perhaps live on as part of the memories of
the participants and researcher in the shape of tentative
questions rather than final answers.
The following chapter begins a methodological
recounting of the phenomenological pathways that led the
researcher and research participants toward a deeper and
fuller understanding of students and schooling.

CHAPTER 2
WAYS OF UNDERSTANDING:
PHENOMENOLOGY

THE INTERPRETATIVE FOCUS OF

Introduction

This study was an attempt to work with students in a
qualitative, cooperative project to recover and reflect
upon the meanings that a group of students and I found
within, and gave to, our experiences in the school setting
with its accompanying pedagogical practices and curriculum.
The direction of this research was toward a deeper and more
meaningful understanding of high school students'
experiences in school and the ways they developed and
constructed an understanding of their experiences through
the phenomenological hermeneutic interpretation of
students' texts and tape-recorded discussions as well as
later conversations held during the final stages of the
formulation of this dissertation.

We, the participants and

I, wished to paint a picture with thickly layered paint
that somehow presented and presenced our lives.
As teacher and researcher, I claim close distance to
my research, teaching, and students.

Though, later, the

interpretation of student text uncovers a sense of
distancing between the students and their teachers, I
12
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attempt to draw close to the students in order to
understand their perceptions of curriculum.

Indeed, my

presence was an integral part of the project as I
interacted with the study participants in dialogic
conversation and cooperative interpretation to uncover and
reclaim our educational lives.

As Max van Manen (1990, p.

36) reminds us, "The aim of phenomenology is to transform
lived experience into a textual expression of its essence."
Construing the highest type of hermeneutical
experience as "the openness to tradition characteristic of
historically effected consciousness" (p. 361), Gadamer
(1993) presents an analogue of this hermeneutical
experience in human relationships or in the I's experience
of the Thou.

My stance is one that recognizes the

importance of Gadamer's hermeneutical experience --"to
experience the Thou truly as a Thou, not to overlook his
(sic) claim but to let him really say something to us"
(p.361).

My concern was to listen in openness to what my

students had to say.
Embedded within the project to understand how the
research participants and I perceived and understood our
school lives was a desire to reclaim our shaky voices, to
jar the silences, to stake a vocal territory, to be heard.
Another underlying possibility throughout this project was
the active claiming of one's own experiences, the
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transformation from passive recipients of educational
practices to that of active participants in the process.

Understanding and Phenomenology :
Experience

Calibrating Lived

According to van Manen (1990), phenomenology, which
posits an ontologically oriented methodology, provides,
along with a deeper understanding of the lifeworld of the
student, a more serious and thoughtful consideration of the
world.

Questions are raised about what it means to be-in-

the-world.

Phenomenology has as its aim "to raise what is

implicit, tacit, non-thematic, and non-reflective into
explicit, stated, thematic, and reflective consciousness"
(Vandenberg, 1992, p. 121).

To move from the unconscious

to the conscious, from the unstated to the stated, from a
passive accepting to an active questioning offers the
possibilities of transformation and revitalization of life.
Also, phenomenology calls for an active involvement in
the pedagogical lives of students.

As educators consider

pedagogical practice from the closer, phenomenological
perspective, an awareness develops of what might be for,
what van Manen terms, the "Good" of the students.

In

discussing the concept of pedagogic good, van Manen refers
to "the end...from which all our hope, love and inspiration
for our children draws its meaning" (van Manen, 1982, p.
44).

Our means and ends in education are to be informed by
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the affective, by the human love that Arendt would have us
recognize as an educational touchstone.
Lastly, according to van Manen (1990), phenomenology
may be part of a philosophy of action in that it requires a
sense of situated personalness.

The close engagement with

a student that phenomenological research and practice
require leads the educator to a greater concern for that
student.

In discussing phenomenological research that

begins in the lifeworld and brings to reflective and
conscious awareness the nature of the events experienced in
the natural attitude, van Manen (1990) posits the
transformative ability of research that makes it possible
that we "remake ourselves in the true sense of Bildung
(education)" (p. 7).

He cites Rorty's notion that

"Hermeneutic phenomenological research edifies the personal
insight" (p.7).
My close look at and work with the study participants
was an effort to enter the qualitative, hermeneutic
conversation of humanistic attempts to reform educational
practice and research and, in the process, enable the
research participants and myself to discover and recreate
our lives into what we would like them to be, as well as
speak ourselves into the extant body of educational
research.

Like van Manen (1990, p.6), I attempted to
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create, with the cooperative efforts of the study
participants, a more fully realized pedagogic "Good."

Understanding and Method;

The Subtexts of My Life

As van Manen (1990) calls for phenomenological
research into the lived experiences and relationships found
in educational practice, I express a desire to work toward
an understanding of the existential relations experienced
in pedagogical acts by the research participants and myself
as well as the interconnections among pedagogical practice,
theory, and research.

As a phenomenological researcher, I

find that my own perceptions and positions are an integral
part of the phenomena being studied (Dean, 1982, p. 101).
Grumet (1992) writes that "for the phenomenologist,
knowledge of the world requires knowledge of self-asknower-of-the-world" (p.30).

Others (Clandinin, 1985;

Greene, 1979; Noddings, 1984) have done theoretical work
suggesting that teachers require a stronger understanding
of the self in relationship to students, pedagogical
practice, and curriculum.

Learning self constructs an

avenue, a gateway, a means of possibilities of learning
others.

To learn self and others, in cooperative

relationships, is to "enter a hermeneutic circle as
conversational participants" (Hollingsworth, Dybdahl, &
Minarik, 1993, p. 9).
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Van Manen (1990, p.2) proposes that "the method one
chooses ought to maintain a certain harmony with the deep
interests that makes one an educator (a parent or teacher)
in the first place."

My desire to understand school

experience has as incipient beginnings my own life history
as a first grade student fascinated by the red and blue
counting sticks during arithmetic and continues to flow
through my life as I live the process of becoming a teacher
mesmerized by the colorful complex diversities of my
students.
My role has been that of a lifelong participant as
well as a constant observer of education.
always been what is most "real" for me.

Schooling has
School buildings,

old and dusty, high-ceilinged with golden oak floors;
grassless, red-clay playgrounds with smooth-branched crape
myrtles; teachers, serene and menacing, caring and distant;
school subjects and books, flat and multidimensioned,
limiting and limitless.

As such, this existential inquiry

into the nature of lived school experiences is not marked
with a predetermined beginning point and has not concluded
at a set time (Darroch and Silvers, 1982).

Indeed, I have

the fervent hope to continue this work, this hermeneutic
conversation, toward developing a better understanding of
students and their experiences of schooling.
After teaching Spanish and English in several
Louisiana public high schools for eight years, I began

graduate work in 1986 at Louisiana State University in
Shreveport, Louisiana, with a study of the foundations of
education -- history and philosophy of education.

As

stated earlier, with each course of study and set of
readings, I altered my ways of teaching students, of
attempting to come to an understanding with them of the
possibilities for learning and living.

I also began to

think in problematic terms of the ways of schooling, of the
ways that. I had been taught and of the ways that I was
teaching my students, of the ways that they learned or did
not learn.
I came to realize at odd moments and in chance ways as
I probed both my students and myself, through writing about
and discussion of school matters, that I lacked an
understanding of how my students experienced schooling and
their lives within the classroom.

I believe that I was

"seeing" without "knowing" my students (Dean, 1982, p.
101) .

As mentioned earlier, Schutz (1967) maintains that "a
change of attention can transform something that is taken
for granted into something problematical" (p.74).

I

gradually yielded; I turned to what kept calling for my
attention and submitted to the demand for a deeper
involvement with student understanding of schooling as I
began my dissertation research.
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Understanding:

Back to the Students Themselves

The research participants themselves were located at
the center of the project and, as such, could not be
distanced from any understandings that developed throughout
the study.

Indeed, they were a crucial part of the effort

to reclaim, understand, and reflect upon how both they and
I have experienced and are experiencing our school lives
and how we constructed and construed meanings from these
lived experiences.
Like the ethnographer John van Maanen (1988), I oppose
positivist thinking that is blind to the problematic
relationship between the knower and the known.

The

subject-object dualism that makes possible the
"disinterested gaze" directed toward a group of actual
human beings, placing them under the microscope of science,
is untenable to me if not perhaps immoral.

Van Maanen adds

emphasis to his denial of objective "science" by crying "a
phenomenological war whoop declaring that there is no way
of seeing, hearing, or representing the world of others
that is absolutely, universally valid or correct" (p.35).
What we lack in certainty we make up for in depth of
understanding.
A pedagogically responsive project to develop an
awareness of what it is like to "be-in-the-world" seems
preferable to continuing the research and pedagogical
practices of separating and alienating ourselves and our
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world by false objectification.

As the hermeneutic

conversation began, initial questions arose:
* What is it like to be a student at this school?
* What happens or does not happen in class while
working?
* Who decides the content of a discussion or
conducts the discussions?
* How does a student feel when in a classroom?
* What does the student add to the class
proceedings?
* What can be learned?

What does the student wish

to do or say?
The dichotomous realms of subjects and objects that depend
upon each other for a meaning of existence need to be
recognized and understood as interactive and continuous
(Brown, 1992, pp. 48-50).

Embedded and situated within the

school setting, the research participants wrote and spoke
of their experiences of curriculum and schooling.

Now

spaces were cleared for students to speak, to think, to
express their lives.
I began my phenomenological inquiry "with silence"
(Psathas, 1973), a careful listening that attempted to gain
a more acute consciousness of the students and their
educational experiences.

Langeveld (1983) suggests that:

As we all know, nothing is so silent as that
which is self-evident. Thus it becomes our task
to render audible, readable, articulate, that
which is silent.
(pp. 5-7)
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Through dialogical creation of text and conversation,
interpretation through the hermeneutics of phenomenology,
and intense listening, I hoped to gain a deeper
understanding of the multiple ways that the research
participants interpreted their lives and constructed their
brands of "reality."
voices.

Again, I wished to listen to their

In so doing, I enacted and lived an

acknowledgement of the inherent worth of their experiences,
knowledge, and lives.

Also, the students themselves in the

process of recapturing and rethinking their educational
lives recovered at least some of the meanings of their
"life-texts": past and present experiences bounded by the
cultural, social, and historical boundaries of their lives.

Understanding and Methods
Reflection

Phenomenological Recovery and

An ontological rather than an epistemological basis for
research placed this study within interpretative
hermeneutic research which "emphasizes the discovery of
meaning, its sources, and shared understandings, and
potential for creating new 'existences'" (Darroch and
Silvers, 1982, p. 101).

This approach -- phenomenological,

hermeneutic, and language-oriented -- affords a pedagogy
that is based on the careful and thoughtful consideration
of lived experience (van Manen, 1990, p. 2).

In order to

see and understand the pedagogical implications of teacher
and student interactions and school situations, a
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hermeneutic effort is made to interpret the phenomena of
the lifeworld.

A careful attending to language in writing

and speaking, as used and lived by the students and
teacher, is an integral part of the research process into
the meanings of the life-texts of culture, society, and
history that shape our existence and that are, in turn,
shaped by our existence.
In the following sections that comprise this
discussion of phenomenological recovery and reflective
understanding of lived experience, I turn to a
consideration of the following:
* the presence of the world as a pre-existing
condition of life,
* Gadamer's hermeneutic circle as integral part of the
process of understanding and his notion of the
"fusion of horizons" wherein connections of possible
understanding are conjoined,
* the dialectics of inter-experience which provide
instances of tension between the surface features
and underlying realities of experience: between
the "taken-for-granted"

and the "familiar-made-

strange, "
* a reflective attempt to re-consider and re-see the
experiences of school life, and, finally,
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* a consideration of research as a way of questioning
the ways we experience and place ourselves in the
world.
The World:

Always Already There

Within the framework of schooling and my classroom,
the research participants and I attempted to understand the
interconnections between and among our shared and
individual lived experiences.
W ha t

is phenomenology? —

In answering the question

Merleau-Ponty (1962) tells that:

Phenomenology is the study of essences; and
according to it, all problems amount to
finding definitions of essences; the essence
of perception, or the essence of
consciousness, for example. But phenomenology
is also a philosophy which puts essences back
into existence, and does not expect to arrive
at an understanding of man and the world from
any starting point other than that of their
'facticity'. It is a transcendental
philosophy which places in abeyance the
assertions arising out of the natural
attitude, the better to understand them;
but it is also a philosophy for which the
world is always 'already there' before
reflection begins -- as an inalienable
presence; and all of its efforts are
concentrated upon re-achieving a direct and
primitive contact with the world, and endowing
that contact with a philosophical status.
(p. vii)
This lengthy quote supports the notion that educational
research should be centered in the lifeworld of the
students, the "facticity" and concrete existence of the
classroom that is shared by students and teacher.

This

"direct and primitive contact with the world" lends itself
to recognizing the everyday, the mundane, the familiar that
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add up to the full significance of students' and teachers'
lives.

I add the significance of our shared lives as

teacher and students live their educational experiences in
interactive fashion.
The world is already there before, during, and after
the researcher completes her work in a school.

Rather than

looking at, peering into, probing at the educational
experiences of students from a researcher's distant and
"disinterested" gaze, our phenomenological research
attempts to recover meanings and understand how they are
connected to daily lives.

Van Manen (1984, p. 38) writes

that phenomenological research is "a heedful, mindful
wondering about the project of life, of living, of what it
means to live a life.“
The Hermeneutic Circle:

This life is part of a world.
Encounter and Response

For Gadamer (1993), hermeneutic understanding is a
holistic process mediated by a complex framework and, also,
an active process of encounter and response (Outhwaite,
1990, p.24).

In Truth and Method (1993), Gadamer endorses

the conception of understanding as the process of operating
within the hermeneutic circle in which we move back and
forth between the specific parts of the "text," or, in the
instance of this study, back and forth between the varying
forms of our daily lived lives at school (pp. 377-378).
The students and I moved back and forth from the past to
the present, from last year to this year, from yesterday to
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today.

We were concerned with our relationships with

teachers, family, and friends that were ongoing as well as
past.

Our life-texts of social, cultural, and historical

components encompassed our total being and presented us
with a wealth of experience.
Rejecting a stress on method, Gadamer also claims that
understanding is not a matter of trained, methodical,
unprejudiced technique, but an encounter in the
existentialist sense, a confrontation with something that
we perceive as "different" from ourselves.

Maurice Roche

(1973) posits the existential position as one which "helps
us to see the ordinary as strange and in need of some
explanation" (p. 27).

An attempt was made to defamiliarize

the familiar, to present afresh school experiences that
seemed nonproblematic, nonimportant, nonunusual.
Understandings came when we were able to merge or, to
use Gadamer's (1993) term, to "fuse our horizons" (p. 27).
Gadamer writes that "The horizon is the range of vision
that includes everything that can be seen from a particular
vantage point" (p. 302).
see beyond one's horizon.

However, it is also possible to
Such a fusion enabled us to

comprehend that the subject-object dualism that alienated
and distanced us from each other was the lack of effort or
the feebleness of attempts to reach those places where our
lives intersected and interacted to form new existences.
Such a thought lent itself to the attempt to place myself
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and the research participants within the middle of the
research project as we located those thoughts, feelings,
experiences, desires, wishes, and hopes that led us toward
a connection of understandings -- a "fusion of horizons."
Not only were my students and I engaged in the process
and project of recreating our educational lives, of
reprojecting ourselves into educational research, of
restating the importance of the daily lives of teachers and
students, we also discovered in the process of dialogue a
coming together of purpose and meaning.

An additional

subtext of our project was that of community.

As well as

speaking out to others in the research discourse and making
a larger space for our voices to be heard in the
educational realm, we learned to speak and listen to each
other.
The Dialectics of Inter-Experience
R.D. Laing (Dean, 1982, p. 102) proposes that
existential phenomenology is a "process of coming to an
understanding rather than a research methodology."

Laing

writes about the impossibility of understanding or knowing
persons by studying them as objects:

"A person is the me,

or you, he or she, whereby an object is experienced."

Only

by referring to those actions experienced as beings-in-theworld, can one know oneself or others.
Like many others who have worked to eliminate the
dualisms from our thought systems (Dewey, Gadamer, Rorty),
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Laing maintains a interactive view of an individual and the
world, realizing one cannot live without the world nor the
world exist without the individual.

Phenomenology, then,

is a study of "inter-experience" in which the other
person's behavior is my experience while my behavior is
that person's experience.

The relations between persons,

the relations between my students and myself, is central to
our understanding as we explore these experiences.
Just as students are unproblematically perceived as
students in much research in the "taken-for-granted" status
of technical rationality, a distinction can be made between
the unheeding look at students and the look which seeks to
pierce the surface of "facticity" or which seeks to peel
away the layers of reality to the underlying sxibstructures.
The dialectical tension between the "taken-for-granted" and
the "familiar-made-strange"

provides the basis for a

phenomenological understanding of what it is like to live
the experiences of a student (Dean, 1982, p.108).
Phenomenology is considered to be an act of seeing,
indeed, a training of the ability to see (Stroker, 1987,
p.18) in order to make the familiar "strange."
researcher's

The

point of view toward this "seeing" is a

reflective one.

One must reflect upon, re-think, not only

the seeing, but also the hearing, feeling, and caring in
order to make the object of description, the given or das
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Geqebene. the lived experience of the research participant,
into the subject of phenomenological description.
Throughout this study, the research participants and
I, in joint effort, aspired to see, to reflect upon the
constant movements and shifts back and forth between
curriculum, schooling, students, and teacher that always
included our settings, our frameworks that were fashioned
from all aspects of our culture and tradition.
These recursive movements provided rich moments of
description as we searched for the dialectical tension of
the "in between."

There is a resistant tension between

having knowledge from the "outside" and the "inside" (Dean,
1982, p. 74).

Silvers (1982) points out "the dialectical

nature of what is held by a person subjectively and what is
held in common intersubjectively in relation with others"
(p.232).
Things, essences, events, movements collide when what
is externally accepted is confronted with what exists
within the human consciousness.

Here we may trace the

movements back and forth between the external happenings
and internal perceptions of events and stop a moment when
they transfix into an altered state of being, Gadamer's
"fusion of horizons."

Thus, we trace the outlines of the

circles that shape the varying parameters of our lives.
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Mapping Our World:

Exploring the Experience

The phenomenological understandings developed as we
explored the depths of our perceptions of schooling.

While

it is possible to describe the physical characteristics of
a school or a student, one cannot understand from a
description of external factors what it means to attend a
school, to move from class to class, to learn from
different teachers, to study different subject matters.
Ernst Mach (Stroker, 1987, p. 16) discovered that
perception is not only an objective process that can be
explained by the methods of science, but that perception is
primarily a form of subjective life in the world.

A

primary aspect of this research project was to get beneath
the surface features of schooling in order to perceive
better those underlying structures within our consciousness
and lived experiences that framed and helped make sense of
our educational lives.
Hardy (1987) suggests that, according to Husserl, the
"appropriate way of working in this field is simply to
'see' what is going on it" (p.6).

What Hardy labels

"reflective seeing" peers beyond and underneath the
straightforward and groundlevel perception of everyday
experience toward a clarity of vision that sees things
"just as they are."
Merleau-Ponty's teaching that we make sense of our
experiences from within them leads us further toward
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reclaiming our educational lives.

Our own perceptions

organize behind our backs and without our permission.
Merleau-Ponty (1964) writes: "Since it is from within the
world that we perceive, our experience is always
perspectival . . . there is always more to the object than
we can ever perceive" (p. xiii). To decipher our own
construction of meaning-making still claimed need of
Husserl's "reflective seeing" even as we acknowledged
Merleau-Ponty's "disorder and non-sense" (xiii).
Indeed,

Grumet (1992) instructs us that our very

inquiry into the nature of our lived experiences transforms
them and that we must learn to deal with uncertainty and
ambiguity (p.31).

Silvers (1982) informs us also that our

sense-making will bump up against its outer limits and that
we will "find things that we cannot understand" (p.244).
Through these descriptions of "the given,"
phenomenologists claim to give certain "explanations,"
though not causal ones.

We described the given features

of our school lives, went back to the experiences in
recursive fashion in order to sift through them for
meanings, for some grains of truth, for tiny breaks of
light in the clouds, for one shining star in the firmament.
We hoped that a look at the ordinariness of the
familiar would enable us to "make strange"

(Grumet, 1992,

p. 37) the everyday in order to more perceptively pay
attention to, give value to, and understand those things
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that make up our lives.

Merleau-Ponty (1962) tells us:

It is because we are through and through
compounded of relationships with the world that
for us the only way to become aware of the fact
is to suspend the resultant activity, to refuse
it our complicity (to look at it ohne
mitzumachen, as Husserl often says), or yet
again, to put it 'out of play.' Not because we
reject the certainties of common sense and a
natural attitude to things... but because . . .
they are taken for granted, and go unnoticed, and
because in order to arouse them and bring them to
view, we have to suspend for a moment our
recognition of them.
(p. xiii)
The research participants and I allowed ourselves "to
see," to reflect upon our experiences in order to develop a
moreacute self-consciousness of our lives and the
we gave

to our experiences.

meanings

Our point of view was a

reflective one as we sought the meanings of our doing,
seeing, hearing, speaking, learning, being (Stroker, 1987,
p.18).

Like Sartre, "we would be stalkers of meaning"

(Merleau-Ponty, 1964, ix).

In so doing, we were enabled to

make sense of our experiences from the situated center,
from within our lives themselves.
Wanting to Know:

Questioning the World

Van Manen (1990) tells us that "From a
phenomenological point of view, to do research is always to
question the way we experience the world, to want to know
the world in which we live as human beings" (p. 5).

I say

that much research questions nothing but, rather, seeks
blindly and unknowingly to reinforce the "what is."

I am

tempted to say that in order to know the world one must of
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necessity question the ways we experience the world.
are no answers to questions not asked.
must first seek the questions to ask.
know in order to question.

There

To research one
And one must want to

Desire plays some part.

the researcher questions through wanting.

Thus,

To want to know

prompts and precedes the question.
Van Manen goes on to say that "to know the world" is
"to be in the world"; thus, our research and our questions
place us more fully in the world.

He writes:

"Phenomenology calls this inseparable connection to the
world the principle of 'intentionality'" (p.5).
In Experience and Education (193 8) John Dewey teaches:
We always live at the time we live and not at
some other time, and only by extracting at each
present time the full meaning of each present
experience are we prepared for doing the same
thing in the future, (p. 51)
We sought to become pedagogically attentive and caring to
the moment, uniting ourselves to the significance of the
details and dimensions of our everyday educational lives.
We strove toward a thoughtful awareness "of the
consequential in the inconsequential, the significant in
the taken-for-granted" (van Manen, 1990, p.8).
The silences we found were not those that are
superimposed upon our lives but, rather, those that are
inevitable in the process of attempting to recover an
understanding of our lives.

The silence of shared
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understandings (Silvers, 1982, p.233) framed our boundaries
as we attempted to break through to deeper understandings.
Caputo (1987) explores the notion that "Hermeneutics
thus means both recovery and violence, both restoration and
destruction" (p.64).

The retrieval of meaning that

involves the clearing away of "the superficial and
commonplace understanding of things which systematically
obscures our view and subverts the understanding" (p.64)
calls for a gentle violence that carefully clears the
deadwood of our existence.

The "forceful setting free" of

interpretation means swimming against the current, standing
against a strong wind, and reinvigorating the terrible
ennui that engulfs our everyday, ordinary lives.

Understanding and Method;
Questions

Mapping the Phenomenological

I conclude this discussion of study methodology by
considering the questions that began my initial inquiry.
But before the questions can come or make their presence
known, the doubts and sense of not-knowing must be
recognized.

Gadamer's "logical structure of openness that

characterizes hermeneutical consciousness" (1993, p. 362)
leads the researcher to a fuller realization of the
importance of the concept of the question.
Long ago, I began to move toward a realization of
Socratic docta ignorantia. As I worked with students and
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parented my children, indeed, as I walked in the world, I
found myself in the midst of perhaps more nonunderstanding
than understanding:

the questions of life, the doubts of

living, the indeterminacy of circumstances, the infirmities
of spirit.
To narrow the focus of this educational exercise in
questioning, I turn to the classroom and the group of
research participants.

"When a question arises, it breaks

open the being of the object" (Gadamer, 1993, p. 362).
question is stated as such:

The

What is it like to be a

student at this particular school at this particular time?
It seemed a simple enough question to ask.

However, I

suspected that the answers would be more complex and, as
such, validate the worthiness of the question.
writes:

Gadamer

"There is a profound recognition of the priority

of the question in all knowledge and discourse that really
reveals something of an object" (1993, p. 363).
The revealing, recovering, and repositioning of the
lived experiences of the research participants is the focus
of this research project.

If, as Gadamer teaches, the art

of questioning is at the same time the art of conducting a
dialogue, then the hermeneutic conversations with my
students through reading, writing, speaking, and listening
(the common colors of the English classroom) fill the
artist's palette with infinite possibilities of
representation.

CHAPTER 3
SPEAKING AND BEING SPOKEN:

RECLAIMING THE EXPERIENCE

Introduction

This chapter explicates and deals conceptually with
terms which undergird the research project which a group of
students and I conducted during the 1992-1993 school year
at a small high school in Louisiana.

As the project

progressed and we worked toward a better understanding of
what it meant to be a student in a public high school, the
concepts of silencing, voice, conversation, and experience
seemed to underlie our work as well as make their way to
the surface quite often.

As we reclaimed and exercised our

voices through writing and talking about our school lives,
it seemed evident that our experiences were the center of
our concern.

Whereas before we had been sometimes silent

recipients of schooling, we became active participants in
the re-creation and re-clamation of our lives.
I work through an analysis of silencing in the first
section, move toward a reclamation of voice in the second,
delve into the underpinnings of dialogical conversation in
the third, and then conclude the last section of the
chapter with an analysis of experience.
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Silencing:

May I Speak?

Teaching in the early 70s in a large, all-girls high
school in Jefferson Parish in the southernmost tip of
Louisiana, I came in contact for the first time as either a
student or a teacher with African-American students.
Entering the classroom, a student crowned with a puffy dome
of carefully groomed hair and shod in platform shoes would
hesitantly approach and, after waiting to be noticed and
greeted, would ask with moving lips hidden by a downcast
head, "May I speak?"

I was never to lose my sense of shock

at being asked to give permission for what I had always
assumed to be a given right of any person, anytime,
anywhere.

Was I mistaken in my assumption that to live

meant to speak?

Could something so familiar as a student

request become so strange and unfamiliar?
At the same time, I was aware of the subtleties of the
question.

The request exemplified the discourse of polite

social intercourse which taught that one did not speak
until spoken to, one did not intrude upon an adult.
student did not interrupt a teacher.

A

However, the

repeatedly asked question shocked me into awareness of the
underlying doubts and hesitations of one human being that
another would and could allow her to speak.

The issue of

not speaking, of being silenced lay dormant in my thinking
for many years.
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Why and how are people silenced?

I think back to the

norms of my childhood in a small, Southern town where the
main industry was a single paper mill and a majority of the
town's people worshipped at a Baptist church of some sort
(Southern, North American, Missionary, Primitive). The
politeness of Southern manners dictated demure answers
while fixed gender roles demanded acquiescence.

The

religious norms undergirded absolute obedience.
Though the town of Springhill has changed along with
the larger American society, I find these memories yet
valid as so many groups (the religious right, the moral
majority, the Caddo Parish Chapter of the Christian
Coalition of Louisiana) in various positions of authority
call for, exhort in favor of, and demand a return to the
values of the past, to the family and moral values of
supposedly halcyon days of Edenic bliss and peacefulness.
That these days have a dark underside has not been
much discussed by many.

However, the repression of the

fifties, the racial and gender inequities, and the
classrooms of absolute teacher authority live still in my
mind and consciousness.

Too, a simplistic call for things

that never actually were cause us all schizophrenic
nightmares.
Silence, not speaking, standing mute in the face of
external authority.

Who speaks?

May we speak?

Children

are typically silenced in the home, in the church, in the
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school as their demands and questions rattle adult
sensibilities and sanity.

Often children who are abused

feel that no one will hear their tales of fear and pain.
Adolescents smother their conflicting and raging emotions
in the face of adult superiority and rationality.

Many

mothers sit quietly as the father makes the decisions and
plans the finances.

The entire family is silenced in

family worship on Sunday morning, in a visit to the family
doctor, in a legal proceeding in a courtroom.

Clearly and

quite often, being silent is an admission of and a state of
submission, inferiority, powerlessness.
What determines who will speak?

If we are able to

link being silenced to a lack of power, then we might
subscribe power to those systems that determine how we live
our lives -- political, religious, educational, and social.
The hierarchy of power that dictates who will speak
and who will be silenced ensures that the father who is the
titular, if not de facto, head of the household will find
his counterpart in the school administrator.

In Western

thought the God, who made man in his image and woman as an
afterthought and children as the result of Adam's and Eve's
sin, finds his fleshly representative in the church pastor
or priest, the father in the home, and the school
administrator (Grumet, 1988, p. 55).
rationality upon the chaos of life.

All impose order and
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The traditionalists or reactionaries, mentioned
earlier, who for the most part are white, male, and middle
class, those whom this system has most benefitted, speak in
support of the reinforcement of a belief system that places
them in positions of authoritative superiority.

However, a

clamoring to speak is now being heard in loud calls from
groups of marginalized peoples —

women, black and white;

gays and lesbians; children of all shapes and sizes and
ages; black men; immigrants; the elderly; and the poor.

In

short, all of those people who might very well have asked
in days past -- "May I speak?" -- are

now speaking.

Silencing and Speaking;

the Unsaid

The Said and

How may we in education hear the silenced and
recognize the presence of what is not spoken or allowed to
be voiced?

Don Ihde (1976) proposes that "In everything

'said' there is the latent horizon of

the 'unsaid'which

situates the said" (p.166).

the positionof the

Actually

"unsaid" locates firmly and locks in place that which is
"said." Unfortunately, this makes it possible through what
Ihde terms es "easy or naive listening" to overlook or
forget what is not being said.

The latent meaning of the

horizon remains unrecognized and unattended.

While he

hardly is arguing for the decentering of the said, as I
would like, Ihde does make the point that the spoken
precludes that which is not spoken and that this not-
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spoken is easily ignored.

We, speaker and listener alike,

teacher and researcher, take for granted the privilege of
the spoken utterances as being worthy of our entire
attention and those who are allowed to speak as being
worthy of voice.

We do not hear the message of the

"unsaid" or the silences nor listen to the silent.
In consideration of various groups of silenced
peoples, Rice and Burbules (1992) report that in feminist
scholarship the disenfranchisement of the poor, nonwhite,
and women is frequently expressed in terms of "silence"
(p.36).

Perceiving themselves as silenced by exclusion

from conversations by the failure of more privileged
participants to take seriously their perspectives, these
groups sometimes withdraw from the discourse of
communication, in self-imposed silencing.

Perhaps for them

silence is a negative form of resistance, but the price is
high.
I think of the students, girls as well as boys, I have
taught who sat in the back or even front of the classroom
in perfect stillness and silence.

Did they learn or did

they and I allow their minds to be as still as their quiet
shapes in the metal desks?

Lugones and Spelman (1983, p.

573) stress the importance of speaking to human life in
terms of domination:

"Part of human life, human living, is

talking about it, and we can be sure that being silenced in
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one's account of one's life is a kind of amputation that
signals oppression."
Not only in the realm of feminist scholarship but also
in the sphere of women's writing do we find that women have
typically been refused the spaces to break the silences
that bind their lives (Gilbert and Gubar, 1985, p.53).
Froula (1989, p. 139) tells us that speaking before the
London/National Society for Women's Service in 1931,
Virginia Woolf compared the woman novelist to a fisherwoman
who lets the hook of her imagination down into the depths
"of the world that lies submerged in our unconscious being"
(Woolf, 1978, pp. xxxviii-xxxix).

Pulling up the violently

jerking line, the woman finds the "imagination. . . in a
state of fury."

Responding to the imagination's claim of

interference, the woman replies, "My dear you were going
altogether too far.

Men would be shocked."

Woolf found

that women were still not allowed to tell their stories
and, even in 1931, a silence was to be found within all the
writing by women she knew, even her own.
What is said by being not-said?

What is not said?

The dialectic of the said

and unsaid move toward a louder sound of oppression.
Froula (1989) claims that Woolf's fable of silences
within women's writings signals "a violence that is all the
more powerful for being nearly invisible, and it interprets
women's silence in literary history as an effect of
repression, not of absence" (p.140).

She goes on to
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support Woolf's prophecy that once a woman was no longer
the dependent daughter, wife, and servant, she would enter
"the most interesting, exciting, and important conversation
that has ever been heard" (p.140).
Drawing upon feminist analyses of Freud's discovery
and rejection of the seduction theory of hysteria, Froula
argues that the relations of literary fathers and daughters
resemble the model developed by Judith Herman and Lisa
Hirschman to describe the family situations of incest
victims.

In addition, Froula outlines what she terms "the

hysterical cultural script: the cultural text that dictates
to males and females alike the necessity of silencing
woman's speech when it threatens the father's power"
(p.141).

This silencing ensures that the daughter

maintains her position within the family hierarchy and that
the male maintains his dominance within the larger
framework of cultural hierarchy.
Within the classroom, the students of many teachers
sit still and silent as statues.

For some, silence is a

weapon, a refusal to speak, a defense against the teacher
who has all the "answers."

For others, silence is a

unwelcome guest who is refused a cordial host's greeting.
In some classrooms, girls are made welcome to speak and
feel free to enter into the classroom activities either by
the teacher or by internal motivation or interest; in
others, boys feel more comfortable in voicing opinions or
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offering answers to teacher prompts.

The purpose of

considering the problematics of silence is to make it
appear as a component of classroom discourse and practice,
to make the inaudible and invisible--audible and visible.

Breaking the Silence:

Speaking the Stories

Nonetheless, the stories have begun to be told.
Black women writers such as Maya Angelou with I Know Why
the Caged Bird Sings (1969) and Alice Walker with The Color
Purple (1985) are literary examples of breaking the code of
silence, of resisting the barriers of noninclusion.
Angelou broke her literal silence caused by child abuse by
entering into a literary culture that actually excluded her
experiences as a black female.

Reciting Shakespeare's Rape

of Lucrece, she subverted white culture and literary
tradition by effecting her own escape through that which
denied her culture and history.

Alice Walker's The Color

Purple portrays a cure of the daughter's hysterical silence
while recreating and repositioning the cultural text that
sanctions her violation and dictates her silence.

Labeling

her work an "historical novel," Walker lays the truth
claims of history upon her own invention, one which
challenges the foundations of "conventions," those social
and cultural forces that mold a woman's silence.

These

forbidden stories allow others to follow and include
themselves in the speaking of the "unsaid."

Claiming to be one of "those...who would participate
in the formation of counter-hegemonic cultural practice to
identify the spaces where we begin process of re-vision,"
bell hooks (1990, p. 145) determines to resist the
oppression formed by race, sex, and class domination.

Her

most important claim for our study, I feel, is one that she
repeats often -- "Language is also a place of struggle"
(p.145).

We struggle to find the safe places to speak

ourselves into existence through our language.

Students

struggle to find classrooms where they may break the codes
of their silences to presence themselves through their
language.

They struggle to speak.

Labeling her silences as "unaddressed places within
personal, political, and artistic evolution," hooks stakes
out the margins as her territory within which multiple
voices are heard.

"When I say, then, that these words

emerge from suffering, I refer to that personal struggle to
name that location from which I come to voice -- that space
of my theorizing" (p.146).

While for her the margins are

both sites of repression as well as sites of resistance,
she positions herself away from the reductionist category
of "other."

Finally, bell hooks writes that "We fear those

who speak about us, who do not speak to and with us.

We

know what it is like to be silenced" (p. 151).
Similarly, Audre Lorde (1984) calls for the
transformation of those places of silences into positions
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of re-vision, re-creation.

Believing that what is most

important to her must be spoken, she willingly takes the
risk of being misconstrued or misunderstood (p. 40).

In

discussing her bout with cancer, she writes that "Death ...
is the final silence" (p.41).

What she regrets most were

her silences, silences which lacked any power, even the
power to protect her.

She calls for the transformation of

silence into language and action.
According to Valerie Walkerdine (1990), feminism has
concentrated on "finding a voice," providing both a place
and power to speak.

Silence as repression and resistance

represents itself as either "presence or absence, a
suppression versus an enabling" (p.31).

Like Audre Lorde

who calls for the transformation of silence into active
language, Walkerdine states that what is important is "what
can be spoken, how and in what circumstances" (p.31).
Attending to what is left out in the speaking and "how
particular forms of language, supporting particular notions
of truth, come to be produced" (p.31) structure a framework
for determining how speaking and silence, even the
production of language itself, are fashioned into objects
of regulation.

Walkerdine realizes that we must and do

struggle to break free but she asks a crucial question -"but to what?" (p. xiii).
"As I found my own voice in analysis, droning on day
after day, it gradually took the place occupied for so long
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by the schools.

One day it was inevitable that I should

cease to be a schoolgirl" (Catherine Clement qted in
Walkerdine, 1990, p. xi). Rejecting the notion of an
essential feminine voice, Walkerdine writes in the preface
of her work Schoolgirl Fictions (1990) that one's voice is
located in the interstices of subjugation.
the other stories, some frightening and

Here are found

violent.

The

silences of children (especially girls) signal not a lack
of thought or emotion or feeling but, rather, a lack of
trust in school as a safe place to "speak" (p. 1).
Who asks the student to speak?
circumstances?

About what?

When?

How often?

Under what

Any school

corridor, walkway, cafeteria, parking lot is suffused with
sounds.

Students talk, shout, whisper, laugh, push, shove,

hug, shuffle, run, hustle into classrooms with sounds
streaming from them.

Echoes of life fade as papers rustle,

books fall, feet find positions, arms fall into place.
Boys and girls are shrouded by the mantle of the quiet
routine of classroom practices.

Where are the sounds?

now speaks?

Silencing in Schools:

May They Speak?

Jerome A. Popp (1987) writes that "Educational
administrators value silence, and the teachers who must
answer to them have devised ways to achieve it" (p.145).
Since silence for many educational administrators is a

Who
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signal for learning, at least a prerequisite, it seems
"natural" as well as essential to them that the classroom
be a model of tranquillity as the students work quietly
with heads bent over their books or listen attentively as
the teacher lectures.

The structure is in place: the

students listen to the teacher who listens to the
principal/administrator who listens to the district
superintendent.

Of course, this simple sketch goes much

further and is more complicated.

On the one hand, silence

equals learning; on the other, it indicates docility,
passivity, receptivity.

The dominant social structures

stay in place.
Michelle Fine (1987) begins her article "Silencing in
Public Schools" with a quote from Adrienne Rich:
done with words and also with silence" (p.157).

"Lying is
Fine

problematizes the issue of silence by defining it as
constituting "a process of institutionalized policies and
practices which obscure the very social, economic, and
therefore experiential conditions of students' daily lives,
and which expel from written, oral, and nonverbal
expression substantive and critical 'talk' about these
conditions" (p.157).
Not simply a matter of a teacher's positive evaluation
by a supervisor nor a student's passive ingesting of
teacher-taught material, silencing insures that the system
which purports to be a medium of mobility for students is
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neither critiqued for contradictory results nor reformed
for learning which emancipates rather than imprisons or
expels.

Ignored are the economic, social, and educational

institutions which structure class, race, and gender
hierarchies that position the student as object within a
predetermined slot/slice of life.

Equally ignored as

irrelevant are the lived experiences of the students -the passions, fears, desires, concerns -- that link them to
their own biographies and communities.
Michelle Fine's works (1987, 1991) are among the
scarce examples of research that attempt to free the
student voice, to release from silence the concerns of
actual students.

Erickson and Shultz (1992) concur with

Edson (1990), Kincheloe (1991) and Brown (1992) that absent
from most recent research is "the first-person voice of the
student" (p. 480) .

Labeling such an absence of student

experience from the current educational discourse "a
consequence of a systematic silencing of the student voice"
(p.481), they claim that student experience is silent in
research for ideological reasons.
Calling what is experienced by most in the classroom
"a monologue followed by a test" (p.481), Erickson and
Shultz cite the absence of conversation in the ways that
most teachers teach which preclude the opportunity for
students to develop their own voices -- "a critical
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awareness of their own ends, means, and capabilities in
learning" (p.481).

Breaking the Silence:

Reclaiming Voice

Of what importance is the concern that speaking, the
inability of some groups of people, students among them, be
problematized in educational research and practice?
Perhaps I search for some vitality, a revitalization of
student presence in the classroom.

Speaking is important

on several levels and in various ways. From birth to
death, an individual speaks his or her presence in the
world.

Speaking oneself into life seems an ineluctable

essence of existence.
If speaking is of primary importance in the life of an
individual, it seems logical that such importance be
recognized within the school classroom.

My own past

experiences in school and my observation of my own and
other teachers' classroom practices bear out the notion
that student voice in the everyday, actual classroom is
submerged in the daily grind of teacher-teaching, in the
myriad processes of the school day.
Martin Heidegger (1977, 1993) presents the act of
speaking as one that is elemental to our existence as
human beings:
The capacity to speak distinguishes the
human being as a human being. Such a
distinguishing mark bears in itself the very
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design of the human essence. Man (sic) would
not be man if it were denied him to speak —
ceaselessly, ubiquitously, with respect to
all things . . . the essence of man consists in
language.
(pp. 398-99)
To speak is to break the silence that separates one from
existence.
Hannah Arendt (1958) presents Aristotle's famous
definition of man (woman) as a zoon logon ekhon or a living
being capable of speech:
And whatever men do or know or
experience can make sense only to the extent that
it can be spoken about. . . . Men in the plural,
that is, men in so far as they live and move and
act in the world, can experience meaningfulness
only because they can talk with and make sense to
each other and to themselves.
(p.4)
She strengthens her position regarding the importance of
speech, as well as action, by arguing that through speech
and action we place ourselves in the world, "a second
birth."

Not only do we speak ourselves into existence but

we also act ourselves into the world among other human
beings.

She goes on to say that action and speech are

inextricably and primordially linked because only through
access to both can we answer the question asked of each of
us:

"Who are you?"

Reclaiming Voice;

Emancipatory Pedagogy

Jurgen Habermas (1970, 1974, 1984), like most of the
Frankfurt School, views the modern world as a place where
most people have little control over decisions which
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crucially affect their lives (Gibson, 1986, p. 34) .
Habermas takes as his project the endeavor to work out a
critical theory of society which will enable emancipation.
One of the crucial components of his thought is his theory
of communication or speech.
According to Robert Young (1990), Habermas is
insistent that it is in the presence of human speech that
the possibility of freedom and respect for the potential
contribution of each person to the total experience of
humankind is evidenced.
For Habermas, language is the vehicle of distortion
while, at the same time, the possible site of truth.
Within the notion of the ideal speech situation is the
inherent claim of emancipation.

To recognize distortions,

we must also be able to ferret out the non-distorted
communication which presupposes truth.

The four validity

claims of intelligibility, truth, sincerity, and equal
access to the process of assertion, questioning, and
discussion open the possibility for freedom from domination
(Gibson, 1986, p. 39).
Whether or not the ideal of Habermas's speech
situation is or can be realized, his insistence upon the
possibility of distortion-free communication focuses our
attention on the unequal relationships of communication and
continues the search for possibilities of voicing/speaking
one's own existence.

The kind of open discourse that is
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public and open to all makes possible the critical
evaluation of the life-world of students and teachers
(Young, 1990, p. 30).
We must speak and act to proclaim ourselves as actors
in the world and to do so is not a simple matter of our own
will and desire to voice our thoughts, emotions, fantasies,
struggles, dreams.

If language is a place of struggle, as

bell hooks asserts, then we must problematize the spaces
and sites of speaking and nonspeaking, voice and silence,
action and passivity.
For many critical educators, the concept of voice
constitutes the focal point for a theory of teaching and
learning that provides for the possibility of emancipatory
reform.

Voice includes the notion of open and free

dialogue as well as critique and examination of one's own
life situation which include those factors -- class,
culture, race, and gender -- that shape the lifeworld
(Giroux and McLaren, 1986).
Students and teachers attempt to make themselves
"heard," indeed, to hear their own voices spoken aloud, and
to position themselves as active meaning makers and doers.
Mikhail Bakhtin (1981) defines the practice of voicing
one's presence in the world as "retelling a story in one's
own words"

(Giroux and McLaren, 1986, p. 235).

is reclaimed; one's existence is proclaimed.

One's life

Valerie Walkerdine would have us be conscious not of
just the fact that we may reclaim our "voices," but that we
must critically examine the content of our speaking and
interrogate the purposes of our speaking, that we creep
between and among the interstices of our quiet and
desperate spaces of subjugation.

One's own voice may

possibly be interrogated and found to be not a single,
unitary sounding out of a single purpose but a
contradictory and complex mixture of polyvocalities.
As teachers and students learn to speak in conscious
fashion from their situated positions within the lived
frameworks of cultural, social, racial, and gender sites,
multiple and contradictory voices are to be heard within
each shared speaking.

These voices are explored as voice

itself becomes the terrain of "interrogation and struggle
in which knowledge and power and subjectivity and desire
provide the basis for analyzing how particular
contradictory discourses and subjectivities are developed,
regulated, and challenged..." (Giroux, 1988).

Rather than

a romantic celebration or shallow sharing of inner thought
or narcissistic exploration of one's past experiences, this
critical look at and listening to one's own voice and those
of others uncover ways that the school, teacher, and
student are embedded within certain educational and social
forms or discourse.
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Voice and being, voice and struggle, voice and
uncovering of buried subjectivities, voice and recovery of
power -- power to recover, to know, to understand, to
transform.

If we can speak ourselves into being, then a

recovery of those experiences that shape our lives can
become the spaces, the tensions, and the

possibilities for

a struggle with teaching, learning, curriculum, schooling - those day-to-day happenings that form our school lives.
Giroux (1988) asserts that "discourse is both medium
and product of power" (p. 116).

Mikhail Bakhtin (1981) is

worth quoting at length here:
Language is not a neutral medium that passes
freely and easily into the private property of
the speaker's intentions; it is populated -overpopulated -- with the intentions of others.
Expropriating it, forcing it to submit to one's
own intentions and accents, is a difficult and
complicated process.
(p.294)
We find that voice is shaped by the frameworks of our
lived experiences, that we must struggle to locate and
speak that voice, that to do so is difficult due to the
strictures and structures of our life systems, that power
is an integral force in determining who is allowed to
speak, and even the act of speaking involves struggling
with ideological and material forces that we find ourselves
involuntarily giving voice to, even as we speak.
Ideology is inescapably inscribed in forms of
educational discourses (school board policies, parish
handbooks, curriculum guides, evaluation forms) through
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which school experience and practices are ordered and
constituted (Giroux, 1988).

In recovering and respeaking

our lived positionalities in our educational experiences,
we find it necessary to account for the ways in which
language, ideology, history, and experience meld to
produce, define, and constrain/construct forms of teacherstudent interactions and practices.

Again, we find a

"polyphony of voices" which are mediated within various
layers of reality shaped through an interaction of dominant
and subordinate power forms (Giroux, 1988) .
"Language is a place of struggle" -- the thought
places my project and work at least partially within the
framework of critical emancipatory education.

To struggle

to reclaim voice and to attempt to resituate the student
within the center of educational research and thought
indicate a belief in ameliorative reform.

So be it.

One

must hope and find strength to move toward better things,
possibly a more democratic school setting or a more caring
and nurturing educational system.
However, I must agree with some of critical pedagogy's
detractors who, fittingly enough, claim that the issues of
multiculturalism and racism are not specifically addressed
nor the ecological crisis acknowledged adequately (Pinar
and Bowers, 1992).

Other claims are made that must be

considered as critical pedagogy evolves and develops within
the classroom.

Like any other project, critical pedagogy
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may be misapplied and misappropriated by educators who
assume that their own "voices" are to be louder than those
of their students'.

One must be careful in the speaking of

one's words; speaking always involves listening to others.
One's own active "doing" must not necessitate the "undoing"
of someone else. One's position must not lead to the
"nonpositioning" of another.
Speaking of domination, Patti Lather (1991) provides a
helpful discussion of the discourses of emancipatory
education within the frameworks of various feminisms and
postmodernism.

She writes that "Feminism displaces the

articulation of postmodernism from the site of the fathers
and opens up the possibility of a heteroglot articulation
premised on multiplicities and particularities" (p.27).
Multiple possibilities and multiple voices enlarge the
spaces where contradictory sayings and doings are allowed,
acknowledged, and accepted.
While Ellsworth (1989) turns Critical Theory's basic
questions upon its own premises and structures by asking
and problematizing the questions --

"which interpretations

and 'sensemaking' do these discourses facilitate, which do
they silence and marginalize, and what interests do they
appear to serve?" (p. 298)
concept of voice.

she also problematizes the

Like Mimi Orner (1992), who fears that

student voice is an oppressive construct that possibly
"perpetuates relations of domination in the name of
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liberation" (p. 75), Ellsworth stresses the "contradictory
and partial nature of all voices" (1989, p.312).

Thus,

Ellsworth lays the groundwork for the realization of
multiple voices and subjectivities not only within the
speaking subject but also within the listening participants
in the project labeled emancipatory pedagogy.
My perspective as researcher working with a group of
students who are struggling to express their lived school
experiences is one that recognizes that our understandings
are tentative, always inconclusive, and contingent on the
context of the school setting.
The move toward self-critique can only advance and
inform the emancipatory project.
Dewey's

We can follow John

(193 8) advice as he argues: "For any theory

of practices is dogmatic

andset

which is not based upon critical

examination of its own underlying principles" (p.22).
Patti Lather (1991) would have us work toward making
it possible for people to speak in their own voices:
To abandon crusading rhetoric and begin to
think outside of a framework which sees the
"Other" as the problem for which they are
the
solution is to shift the role of critical
intellectuals from universalizing spokespersons
to cultural workers who do what they can to
lift the barriers which prevent people from
speaking for themselves, (p.47)
To move constantly back and forth between one's own
underlying suppositions which frame one's view of reality
and the world to listening to those who constitute the
lived world of others is to become knowledgeable about what
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it means to be a speaking and doing person, an active
participant in society.

To delve into one's own

contradictions and competing voices is to listen to one's
own voice.

To hear someone else's voice and acknowledge

the difference that this hearing makes in one's own
perceptions and experiences is to become a different
person, to grow, and to live.

Uncovering the Thought:
Conversation

Presencing through Hermeneutic

Just as voice and its attendant silence and sister
"unsaid" are

crucial aspects of this research project,

conversation becomes an integral part and focus of the
attempt to reclaim student voice and student experience.
As the research participants and I speak our presence in
the classroom, we communicate through conversation.
Through shared writings and discussion, we enter into
the discourse of lived experience.

The dialogue that

evolves brings us closer to reclaiming our school lives.
The conversations that we share are the concrete examples
of our lives.
The Trail of Language
We, my students and I, speak ourselves present through
our conversation, through our shared experiences of
language.

In Being and Time Martin Heidegger (1993)

emphasized the primary importance of discourse or talk for
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language.

Krell claims that "Early and late, Heidegger

remained on the trail of language" (p. 394).

The act of

listening, the silence that allows us to hear, is of equal
importance to speaking.

According to Heidegger, spoken

words take precedence over weakened and diluted written
marks, lying on a printed page.

Finally, Heidegger makes

the important claim that language has the task of saying
something to someone about something.
"To speech belong the speakers, but not as cause to
effect.

Rather, in speech the speakers have their

presencing," writes Martin Heidegger (1993, p. 406).

In

speaking together, we "say something about something"
(p.409).

We address the things in the world, pointing to

them and proving their importance to us.

Through the

telling, showing, and pointing, our speech allows the world
to appear, to presence itself and our presence in this
world becomes more real in the telling.
Hans-Georg Gadamer claims to be a "speaker, a
lecturer" (1992, p. 64).
speaking voice.

Always behind writing is the

Not that we can ever claim to say

everything that we mean or know.
linguistic limits.

We recognize our

Yet, just as hermeneutics allows things

to "speak which come to us in a fixed, petrified form, that
of the text" (p.65), our language speaks and, more
importantly, says something to someone.
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The Essence of Language:

Conversation

Conversation, shared communication, is the essence of
language (Gadamer, 1993, p. 368).

Gadamer proposes as a

prerequisite of conversation the concept of trust or "good
will" (1992, p.71).

Those who are speaking must trust that

language can allow communication and understanding.
Gadamer (1992) writes:

"Social life depends on our

acceptance of everyday speech as trustworthy" (p. 71).

I

would argue that the conversations or shared communication
of students also must be regarded as "trustworthy," as for
too long educators and researchers have kept actual student
talk at a distance, preferring supposedly more scientific
models of research to speak for themselves and the
students.

However, within the conversations and through

the process of conversing, the actual processes of teaching
and learning, knowing and doing, thinking and feeling come
alive.
Linge (197 6, p. xi) sees the task of philosophical
hermeneutics as being one that is ontological rather than
methodological in nature.

To be searched for and uncovered

are the conditions that make possible understanding whether
in conversation, experiencing a work of art, or even
considering an historical action.

The familiar world in

which we stand and that unfamiliar one of another person,
work of art, or world event are to be bridged by a process,
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a fusion of horizons, that has much in common with a
dialogue between persons.
The hermeneutical conversation between a person and a
text is likened to an actual speech exchange between
individuals.

Assumed are that both conversational partners

are concerned with the same subject matter, that each opens
herself up to the other by listening to and considering
what is said.

The common question or common concern of the

partners in the conversation is the focus of the
conversation as each person addresses the particular issue.
Just as the common question for this research project -What is it like to be a student at this particular school?
-- guided our conversation, so too does the openness of the
question lead a conversation.
becomes the medium of understanding.

Language
Understanding leads

to further discussion in an infinite interplay between the
said and unsaid as new thoughts evolve that indeed lead to
further discussion.
I quote Gadamer (1993) here:
We say that we 'conduct' a conversation, but
the more genuine a conversation is, the less
its conduct lies within the will of either
partner. Thus a genuine conversation is
never the one that we wanted to conduct.
Rather, it is more generally more correct to
say that we fall into conversation, or even
that we become involved in it.
(p.383)
Gadamer (1993) writes that "Among the greatest
insights that Plato's account of Socrates affords us is
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that, contrary to the general opinion, it is more difficult
to ask questions than to answer them" (p.362).

We must

recognize and claim our ignorance or not-knowing before we
can seek to know or to understand.

We seek the question,

the indeterminate, before attempting the answer.

For

Gadamer the art of questioning is the art of questioning
even further which eventually he terms the art of
"thinking."
For Gadamer a "genuine" conversation is one that has a
life of its own, a shared communication that goes beyond
what any one participant has to include.

The participants

are led by the conversation itself in that the exchange of
language evokes a new, becoming entity beyond the limits of
each speaker.

In each speaker's openness to the views of

other speakers lies the possibility for something new and
different (1993, p.367).
Dialogue and Conversation:

Critical Pedagogy

Freire (1987) states that "Dialogue is a moment where
humans meet to reflect on their reality as they make and
remake it. . . . Through dialogue, reflecting together on
what we know and don't know, we can then act critically to
transform reality" (Shor and Freire, 1987, pp. 98-99).
Freire (1970) is worth quoting at length here:
The teacher is no longer merely the one-whoteaches, but one who is himself taught in
dialogue with the students, who in turn while
being taught also teach. They become jointly
responsible for a process in which all
grow....Here, no one teaches another, nor is
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anyone self-taught. Men teach each other,
mediated by the world, by the cognizable objects,
(p. 67)
Gallagher (1992) tells us that for many
hermeneuticists, conversation and emancipation are
essentially linked to the project of transformation.
Conversation, the dialectical process of dialogue, can
become the heart of a dialogic form of education.

Can

there be a place for speaking, for voice, for conversation
within the classroom?
In an eight-year study of schooling completed in the
1980s, John Goodlad found that teachers spent 75% of
classroom time on instruction; nearly 70% of this time was
"teacher-talk." A scant 5% of instructional time was
designed to stir students' anticipation of needing or
wanting to respond to the teachers' instructions.
Unfortunately, less than 1% of the time required free
response involving student opinion or thought (Goodlad,
1984, p. 229).
Are conversations directly linked to and an integral
component of learning situations in many schools?

The

"spectator theory of knowledge" (Doll, 1993, pp. 139-140,
168-169), so firmly entrenched in our schools, seems to be
an innate and unconscious part of many teachers' perception
of teaching and learning which effectively voids almost all
possibility of conversation.

For when only one person
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speaks in the voice of authority and tradition, no one else
can find the space to speak.
If we agree with Gadamer that we should "seek to
recover and reclaim the sense in which dialogue is the very
quintessence of our being-in-the-world" (Bernstein, 1987,
p. 518), then the spaces and possibilities for
conversations within the classroom that lead to deeper and
richer understanding of not only subject matter but student
experiences must be forged from the obdurate landscape of
schooling.

Somehow we must muster Bernstein's "passionate

practical commitment" necessary to realize the belief of
educational philosopher John Dewey in "genuine
communication, dialogue, or critical encounter based on
mutual understanding" (p.511).

Sharing the Experience;

Renewing a Common World

At this point, I have traced the effects of silencing,
the empowerment of voice, and the necessity of
conversation.

In this last section, I describe experience

which will serve as the basis for conversation.

For if we

speak, we must talk about something to someone.

I wish to

suggest that the lived experiences of the students
themselves are not only worthy of research effort but also
crucial to the development and implementation of a pedagogy
that allows for full student development and growth as
human beings in a living, vital society.
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Lived Experience:

Critical Pedagogy

Ira Shor (1992) in his work Empowering Education:
Critical Teaching for Social Change points to the need for
the development of what he terms a "third idiom" for
dialogue in the classroom.

Through critical dialogue,

teachers and students recreate their relationship as well
as their methods of communication.

Teachers and students

within more traditional and less transactional modes of
pedagogy use different modes of discourse.

Teachers speak

in the authoritative tones of organized knowledge at the
center of the educational process; students bring to the
classroom concrete language and experience in nonacademic
tone and style.
The dialogic process brought about by critical
pedagogy transforms their different modes of discourse into
a new discourse, "the third idiom, which relates academic
language to concrete experience and colloquial discourse to
critical thought" (p. 255) .

Going on to claim that the

invented third idiom "philosophizes experience while
experientializing philosophy" (p. 255),

Shor rightly links

education to dialogue to experience to philosophy.

Nor is

he the first to do so.
John Dewey had a lifelong concern for the inescapable
importance of everyday experience for the philosophical
method, not to mention its ineluctable relationship with
education.

Dewey (1981) writes that philosophy has the
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task of "creating and promoting a respect for concrete
human experience and its potentialities" (p.249).
More tellingly, he exhorts that "no philosopher can
get away from experience even if he wants to" (p.273).
Dewey calls for a study not of philosophy but a study of
life-experience. Dewey (1981) proposes:
We always live at the time we live and not at
some other time, and only by extracting at each
present time the full meaning of each present
experience are we prepared for doing the same
thing in the future. This is the only
preparation which in the long run amounts to
anything.
(p. xix)
Forms of Experience:

Interactive Transformation

If experience for Dewey is so crucial to philosophy,
indeed, to life itself, we must now attempt to understand
how Dewey conceptualizes the notion of experience as well
as consider how the "speaker" Gadamer develops his analysis
of the word experience.

I find the work of both

philosophers, John Dewey and Hans-George Gadamer,
fundamental to this research project which rests on a
critical (Freire, Giroux) and pragmatic (Dewey) treatment
o f hermeneu tics.
Dewey develops two major principles of experience:
the category of continuity or the experiential continuum
and the category of interaction.

Always working toward the

conceptual and practical undermining of Cartesian
dualities, Dewey is concerned with refuting the idea that
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experience is something strictly subjective, psychical, or
going on exclusively in someone's mind.
The principle of continuity of experience is based
upon the biological (as it relates to actual life) habit
whose basic characteristic is that every experience enacted
or undergone modifies the person who participates in the
experience.

This modification itself affects the quality

and substance of subsequent experiences.

Therefore, the

principle of continuity of experience means that each
experience not only takes up something from those
experiences which are prior to it but also modifies in some
manner those which follow (Dewey, 1938, p. 33).
The second principle of interaction conflates both
factors in an experience -- the objective and the internal
factors.

One has an experience in an environment,

affecting an interaction between the persons and their
surroundings (Dewey, 1938, p. 35).

We live in the world.

This interaction forms what Dewey terms a "situation."
We are situated within a particular environment that
includes the domains of nature, social structure, religion,
ethnic group, economic level, educational discourse,
language community.

We act as we are acted upon.

modify as we are modified.
speaks us.

We

We speak a language even as it

The past lives on as we live the present and

form the future.
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For Dewey living and experiencing are one and the
same, equal categories of existence.

That the living and

experiencing are situated within particular domains and are
integral interacting entities locates the individual within
a particular environment, acting and being acted upon in an
interacting process.
Perhaps pertinent to our study and the critical effort
to reclaim voice is that Dewey also stresses the active
participation of an individual in his life experiences.

He

portrays the individual as "an agent -- a reactor, one
trying experiments, one concerned with undergoing in a way
which may influence what is still to happen" (1938, p.63).
John E. Smith (1987) writes that Dewey "made paramount
the idea of transformation and construed experience in
terms of its role in resolving problematic situations or in
transforming the indeterminate, unsatisfactory situation
into a determinate and non-problematic one" (p. 85).
Perhaps it is possible only to transform one problematic
situation at a time or perhaps it is possible only to
partially transform a problematic situation.

Permanent

solutions to ever-changing problems are not a possibility.
However, to struggle and to transform in the midst of daily
life experiences become a focus for one's life.
Just as Gadamer finds that "experience of itself seeks
and finds words that express it" (1993, p.417), Dewey
writes in Experience and Education (193 8) that "all human

experience is ultimately social: that it involves contact
and communication" (p.38).

Dewey takes the contents of the

experience of individuals and finds them to be the result
of multiple interactions between people and their
environments.

Because these interactions take place, not

only within the person's solitary mind, but also within a
particular embedded location, language, and culture, these
interactions become a public happening.

These public

happenings are something to be shared, must be shared.

We

speak and act together (Smith, 1987, p. 86).
The struggle, the transformation, the ability to
presence oneself in one's world is possible if it is
acknowledged that one is an integral part of life itself -acting and reacting in an endless sequence of uncertain
events.

Like the conversation that modifies those

participating and is, in turn, modified by those
participating, our lives are lived even as we struggle to
live them.

We must and can speak even as we are spoken.

Reminding us of Dewey's notion that we can only
experience our lives within and as embedded part of the
world, Dilthey sees our experiences as "a realm before
subject and object, a realm in which the world and our
experience of it are given together" (Palmer, 1969, p.109).
While we find in Dewey's principle of continuity of
experience the idea that every experience both takes up
something from prior happenings and modifies in some way
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that which comes after, we learn from Dilthey that the
"past and future form a structural unity with the
presentness of all experience and this temporal context is
the inescapable horizon within which any perception in the
present is interpreted" (Palmer, 1969, p.110).
While our historical "horizon" is "inescapable," yet
we find it possible to scan our horizon as well as that of
others in the search for those places that our particular
horizons overlap or border one another.

For Gadamer our

horizons, our preconceptions, prejudices and tradition are
what make us able to understand those of someone else
(Outhwaite, 1985, p. 27).

In effect we are our prejudices,

preconceptions, prior experiences.

We bring ourselves to

an experience, a conversation, and encounter, perhaps, a
situation or individual radically different to us, interact
in some fashion and communicate, and through the process of
interaction with the "other," the "fusion of horizons,"
become a new being.

Gadamer (1992) writes:

Where one is not concerned with learning how to
control something, we will always and again learn
through experiencing our own biases, the other
ness of the other in its other-being. To
participate with the other and to be a part of
the other is the most and the best that we can
strive for and accomplish.
(p.235)
He requests and recommends that we "experience the
other...,as the other of our self, in order to participate
with one another" (p.236).
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We find ourselves in the world.

Dewey (1981) speaks

to my private sorrows when he speaks of experience as the
"process of standing something; of suffering and
passion..." (p.63).

What he terms the "duplicity of

experience" acknowledges the precariousness of stability,
the "trials and tests of ourselves" (p.63).

In the second

chapter of Experience and Nature, Dewey recognizes that
"man (sic) finds himself living in an aleatory world; his
existence involves, to put it badly, a gamble.

The world

is a scene of risk; it is uncertain, unstable, uncannily
unstable" (p. 278).

Dewey's humanness, his willingness to

speak to the sorrows, perils, and chance happenings of
everyday living, validate my own longings to deal with the
pain and alienation of our lives.
In similar fashion, Gadamer says that "Experience is a
matter of multisided disillusionment based on expectation;
only in this way is experience acquired.

The fact that

'experience' is preeminently painful and unpleasant does
not really color experience black; it lets us see into the
inner nature of experience" (Palmer, 1969, p.196; Gadamer,
1993, p. 356).

Thus, through suffering we learn the

lessons of existence.
finitude.

We catch transitory glimpses of our

Gadamer (1993) writes:
Thus experience is experience of human
finitude. The truly experienced person is
one who has taken this to heart, who knows
that he (sic)is master neither of time nor
the future. The experienced man knows that
all foresight is limited and all plans
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uncertain. In him is realized the
truth value of experience, (p. 357)
Even so, the pain and struggles of life are yet part of our
stories as they weave and unweave in the telling.
After the sudden loss of two of the research
participants in a car accident, we searched for the words
to express our individual and shared pain as we worked in
collaborative inquiry to interpret data or student text.
As it turned out, this search for expressions of the
meaning of life and death became part of the final
hermeneutic conversation of students' experiences.
For Gadamer, the contingencies of life and the hard
lesson of finitude teach us that we must acknowledge the
limits of all anticipation and the tentativeness of our
plans (Palmer, 1969, p. 196).

However, rather than

becoming paralyzed by our experiences of failed
expectations and "best laid schemes,"

we curiously grow

even more open to new possibilities, further experience.
Gadamer (1993) poses experience as a "process" (p. 353).
The negativity of our experiences has a productive effect
in that it either confirms our expectations or it teaches
us to adjust to a different outcome.

Rather than clinging

rigidly to the notion of certainty, we move in sometimes
incalculable directions.

We learn to expect the unexpected

and deal with the not always planned.

Our new experiences

are less novel through the lessons of those past.

The
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experienced person "acquires a new openness to new
experiences" (Gadamer, 1993, p. 357).
We learn to speak to each other of our lives and all
that they encompass, our similarities and our differences.
We share our experiences and, in the sharing, understand
each other more fully, draw a little closer to each other
and a little further from the outer limits that separate
us.

Because of our past experiences, we become "well

equipped to have new experiences and to learn from them"
(Gadamer, 1993, 355).

After all, as "the pragmatists tell

us, what matters is our loyalty to other human beings
clinging together against the dark, not our hope of getting
things right" (Rorty, 1982, p. 166).

Encircling the Circle:

The Classroom and Curriculum

Silencing, student voice, conversation, and experience
are the touchstones that guided and formed my thinking as I
worked with the research group.

Each day as we dealt with

different aspects of our learning lives, we attempted to
break the years of stony silence, to speak to and with one
another, and to more fully understand those events that had
happened and were presently occurring in our school lives.
The classroom must become for each teacher and his or
her students an alive place, a place where each moment
counts for something, where each second is fully realized.
The silences of frustration, isolation, and repression must
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be blown away by the winds of change, of renewal, of
transformation.

Rather the loud and gusty voices of

vibrant students and teachers should echo throughout the
long corridors and square classrooms of our public school
buildings in celebrations of life and learning.

CHAPTER 4
EXPERIENCING THE JOURNEY:

MAPPING THE LIFE-WORLD

Introduction

Misgeld and Nicholson (1992) write in the "Editors'
Introduction" to Hans-Georg Gadamer on Education, Poetry,
and History that one of the fundamental themes of Gadamer's
hermeneutics is the concept of experience that is set out
in Part Two of Truth and Method (1993).

Hans-Georg Gadamer

develops the sense of experience, Erfahrung, the sequence
of events that befall the individual when she proposes to
travel, Fahren.
With tickets in hand and travel brochures as guides,
she begins the trip with uncertainty as to final
destination or definite purpose of perambulations.

The

journey itself unfolds along the way as events present
themselves and locations appear.

The final importance of

the journey or the events that occur along the way are
relived at journey's end through the telling, the
recreating of the narrative forms of life.

The adventure

of life, the journey, is a metaphor for all, whether one
lives the hero's life of Odysseus or the miserable
existence of Edith Wharton's Lily Bart (1905/1984).
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As I attempt to understand my own life journey as a
teacher and the educational journeys of my students, I
think of the past, my own historicity, that in forming the
present will, in turn, shape the future.

I realize that

such an understanding cannot be separated from the past
which encompasses the realms of tradition and culture.
Just as Odysseus felt a compelling need in the house of
Alcinous to retell the story of his ten-year wanderings, I
\

retell parts of my past and the past of this high school in
the attempt to understand how past experiences inform the
present.

I have moved in never-ending circles of time,

place, events, and language that have formed my life even
as I partially formed myself.

As interpreter of my

students' writings and tales of their educational pasts, I
turn my attention to the "hermeneutical situation"
(Gadamer, 1993, pp. 301-302).

The Framework of the Past and Present;
School

Springhill High

The Distant Past Speaks
Smoothened Arkansas mountain ranges slope southward to
the north Louisiana red clay that sucks fast the shallow
roots of the swaying, pole-like pine trees.

The verdant

pines bend obligingly to the wind's whims and kindly lend
their sharp-needled spikes to mark rusty-colored pathways.
The trees stand as pungent sentries to two-tracked, narrow
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wagon roads that, at the end of the nineteenth century, lead
from one farming community to the next -- Pine Grove,
Macedonia, Mars Hill, Walker Creek, Antioch, Sike's Ferry,
Shongaloo.
The farming community, dubbed Barefoot Station and
bounded by virgin stands of timber and inhabited by a
squatter's shack, plunged into nineteenth century progress
when the Piney Woods Lumber Company began sawmill operations
in 1894 (The Springhill Press & News Journal. 1979).
Natural springs flowing from sloping hills proved themselves
elemental to the community's descriptive sense and Barefoot
Station renamed itself Springhill.
"The Company" or the Bodcaw (Bodcau) Lumber Company of
Stamps, Arkansas, "owned Springhill -- the houses, the
land, the only store, and later the post office" (The
Springhill Press & News Journal, 14 Mar, 1979).

In 1902,

the lumber company furnished sawn boards and manpower to
construct a two-story white frame building that served as
school, church, and community house on the Plain Dealing
highway.

Later, in 1909, four high school classrooms were

provided in a two-story structure added perpendicularly to
the original building.
Springhill High School graduated its first class in
1911: 16 boys and 8 girls (all white).

In a group

photograph, the girls in long, billowing skirts and puffed
sleeved blouses sit primly with hands folded in their laps
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while the boys stand with arms folded or hands on hips,
jacketed with bowler hats on their heads.

All look into

the future.
The Past Approaches the Present
Fifty-three years later in May of 1964, Springhill
High School graduated a class of 127 students (all white)
in the cavernous auditorium of the red-orange brick
building constructed on the former location of the earlier
town's white section nicknamed "Egypt."
Even earlier, in 1937, International Paper Company had
begun operations south of the main sections of the town.
By the time of my graduation from high school, my father
and thousands of other men and women had been employed in
the sprawling factory for nearly thirty years.

Everyone's

father either worked at the "mill" or had a small business
on the single street that stretched for five or six blocks
-- Main Street.

The "company," the town, the school, the

church -- all were still as intertangled as they had been
in the beginnings of the farming and timber community.
Lauded as "64 Senior Class One of the Best" (The Axe.
21 May, 1964), one-third of my class maintained a "B" or
better scholastic average throughout the four years of high
school. According to the yearly attendance records of the
Green Leaf Register, the promotion rates for grades 9
through 12 were 96.1%, 97.4%, 94.1%, and 98%, respectively.
However, the highest enrollment figure of 162 was for the
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school year 1961-62.

Graduating 127 and losing through

moving, dropping out due to grades, or being overage a
total of 35 students from that year of highest enrollment,
my class (1964) actually graduated 78% of the highest
original enrollment figure.
The Present Draws Near
The Springhill High School graduating class of 1992-93
included 83 students.

The year of this class's highest

original enrollment was 1990-91 with a total of 132
students.

Graduation rate based on the highest total

original enrollment figure of 1990-91 (132) was 62%.

The

Green Leaf Register boasts yearly promotion rates for
grades 9 through twelve of 81.15%, 78%, 82%, and 98%,
respectively.

The discrepancy between yearly promotion

rates and a graduation rate based upon the year of highest
enrollment is submerged in multilayers of yellowed pages of
Green Leaf Registers stacked on dusty shelves in the school
safe.
More positive reports are recorded and filed.
According to the Louisiana Committee which compiled the
annual report of instructional personnel Commission on
Secondary Schools, Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools. Springhill High School in northwest Webster
Parish, located at 507 West Church Street, Springhill,
Louisiana, is a public high school first accredited in
1954.

The school includes grades 9-12 with a total
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enrollment of 490 students and 29 on staff (25 classroom
teachers, 1 principal, 1 assistant principal, 1 librarian,
and 1 guidance counselor).
As might be expected from the close community and
school ties to the timber and lumber industries, the school
mascot is a muscled Lumberjack.

"Axe 'em, Jacks" is the

frequently heard cheer at all sports activities.

The

football team weekly surges through huge, hooped circles of
white paper with a black and gold-colored figure of a
massive lumberjack, axe in hand, held in place before each
game by smiling cheerleaders as they balance on each
other's shoulders.
Springhill is known throughout the area as a football
town.

Recently, our head football coach of some thirty

years suffered a heart attack during a home football game
and was rushed to Humana Hospital where he later died.

The

football team, dressed in black and gold jerseys, sat in
the choir loft during the funeral service at a small
Missionary Baptist church.

Metal folding chairs set up on

the church yard accommodated the overflowing crowd. The
loss was dutifully and thoroughly covered on the evening
news of the three Shreveport television stations as well as
recorded in The Times and The Springhill Press & News
Journal.
Sports are a prime focus of our school staff.

Eight

of the 25 classroom teachers either teach exclusively
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physical education classes or split their teaching duties
between the classroom and the football field, basketball
court, baseball field, or golf course.

In addition to

these eight coaches, both our principal and assistant
principal spend a portion of their time in coaching duties.
Our assistant principal was named temporary head football
coach.
I found these numbers interesting and a telling aspect
of my teaching life as I worked with the research group of
ninth grade students during the 1992-93 school year.

For

many of them, I was the only teacher they had who was not
also a "coach."

The topic surfaced during our group

discussions and will be discussed in the next chapter which
deals with the interpretation of student-generated writings
and conversations.
Now and Already the Past
The incoming freshman class of 1992-93 had an original
total enrollment of 140: 86 white students (53 boys, 33
girls) and 54 black students (24 boys, 30 girls).

The

numerical gap in this ninth grade class between white and
black boys is quite large while the number of black and
white girls is roughly equivalent.

The figures are evident

in the racial and gender makeup of my research group:
white boys, 2 white girls, and 1 black girl.

7

The research

group is composed of those students who were enrolled in
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both my accelerated English I and Spanish I classes.

There

were no black boys in either of these classes.

The Studys Stalking Meaning

The members of my research group were drawn from my
English I and Spanish I classes.

I chose these students

primarily because I taught them for two periods of the day.
The research participants also chose to work with this
project after an initial meeting to introduce and discuss
the purpose and focus of the study.

The hook for the group

seemed to be the appeal to make the spaces available for
conversation about students' experiences of schooling.
Though I worked with all of the students in three English
classes and two Spanish classes throughout the entire
school year, I worked most intensively with these students
during the latter part of the second semester.

The

conversation began.
As Gadamer (1960/1993, p. 299) finds that "The essence
of the question is to open up possibilities and keep them
open," I allowed the realization of my lack of
understanding of how my students experienced schooling and
their lives within my classroom and with others to outline
broad parameters of inquiry.

The basic phenomenological

questions that we attempted to work with were as follows:
* How do students experience curriculum?
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* How are they able to understand these experiences?
In describing and discussing these remembered and lived
experiences as much as possible in experiential terms, we
focused on particular situations or events.
Van Manen (1990) stresses that the purpose of
phenomenological research is to learn from other people's
experiences and their reflections on these experiences in
order to come to a deeper and better understanding of the
significance of a particular aspect of human life within
the context of the whole of human ejqperience (p. 54) .

The

deeper goal of phenomenological research is to continue
asking the question of what is the nature of the phenomenon
as an "essentially human experience."
The starting point of our project was what van Manen
(1990) terms the "empirical realm of everyday lived
experience" (p. ix).

The research participants began by

writing about current subjects being taken, ranking classes
in order of importance, thinking about possible learning
needs and interests, and continued through the study with a
consideration of relationships with individual teachers and
comprehension of self and others.
The writings and conversations moved through layers of
time and experiences and shifted back and forth between the
individual student and others.

Through dialogue

journaling, group and class discussions, writings in
response to literature that dealt with students and school,
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and free response writings that searched for individual
experiences and memories, we attempted to allow ourselves
"to see," to reflect upon these experiences in order to
develop a new consciousness of ourselves and our
experiences.
Like Sartre, "We would be stalkers of meaning"
(Merleau-Ponty, 1964, p. ix).

In so doing, we were enabled

to make some sense of our experiences from the center, from
within, and notice how these meanings interacted with those
forces of our lives that were found without either our felt
consciousnesses or immediate environments.
The interpretation of these experiences was and
continued throughout the writing of this dissertation to be
an interactive process.

According to Gallagher (1992), the

task of hermeneutics is to locate and specify different
factors, including the epistemological, sociological,
cultural, and linguistic factors that affect the
interpretative process.

The ongoing recursive process of

interpretation was embedded within the project of dialogic
communication (Gallagher, 1992, pp. 75-76).
Language was a focus as it interacted with and played
a part in our abilities to interpret our lifeworlds as well
as to limit the possibilities of understanding.

While

recognizing the limitations that language placed upon our
understanding, we also realized that language enables
partial access to textual and lived meanings.

We called
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upon Ricouer's "hermeneutics of trust" (Gallagher, 1992,
p. 21) that allows for the possibility of shared meanings,
conversation, and transformation.
Through dialogical conversation, the means by which
meanings are shared and created in reciprocity, and the
evolution of the "texts" that shape our lives, we sought a
"fusion of horizons" (Gadamer, 1993, pp. 302-307), common
grounds for developing new understandings.

The first task

was to determine our own horizons -- mine and those of the
research participants.

We began with a situated school

setting and attempted to "re-see"
positions.

our own embedded

Gadamer (1993) defines horizon as "the range of

vision that includes everything that can be seen from a
particular vantage point" (p. 302).

We attempted to see

our lives from within the middle of our school experiences.
One must be aware of one's own horizon as well as be
able to see beyond it.

Rather than existing as a static

entity, the horizonmoves with one, changing as one
changes, broadening as one broadens thought or knowledge.
We form our present by

living in ways formed by our past.

Just as the horizonofthe present is to be understood in
terms of the past, we understand each other by mapping
those places in which we form lives that are blends of not
only past experiences but connections to the experiences
shared with one another.
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As I attempted to make possible the space for a
"fusion of horizons" that takes place in and through
understanding our own situatedness, I came more and more to
realize that this achievement is "actually the achievement
of language" (Gadamer, 1993, p. 378).

The conversations

that take place between teacher and students, between
students and students move through language toward a common
ground of understanding and experience.
becomes something new.

That which was

What the teacher thought or

proposed becomes transformed in the process of open
communication with student.

In turn, the student thought

or proposal is also transformed in the transaction of
dialogue.

Gadamer (1993) writes:

"To reach an

understanding in a dialogue is not merely a matter of
putting oneself forward and successfully asserting one's
own point of view, but being transformed into a communion
in which we do not remain what we were" (p. 379).

The Past as Part of the Present:

I begin with my own horizon.

Horizons of Experience

I remember the ninth

grade and 1960 at Springhill High School in the small town
that was my world.

The sixties and high school came in

juxtaposition that fall.
begun.

An era had ended; a new one had

Uninvited, unwanted, necessary, transforming

changes intruded.
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Moving across the four-laned highway 7 from the
familiar, familial junior high school to the sprawling
terrain of the high school seemed like a perilous leap to
the adult world.

The class schedule was complicated and

confusing (first bell, tardy bell, 4A lunch, 4B lunch,
homeroom, club day schedule); the low slung buildings
loomed overwhelmingly with narrow halls going in myriad
directions.
The upperclassmen stood heads higher than we--clad in
starched blouses with Peter Pan collars and circle pins.
They seemed in possession of prior knowledge denied
fledgling freshmen.

Senior football players monitored the

halls during lunch hours while the faculty smoked away the
break in separate lounges for men and women teachers.
We were uneasy, unsettled.
scent of change was in the air.

The hackles were up; the
The crime rate would

double this decade; local, state, and federal expenditures
for police doubled; the inventor of the term "rock and
roll" would be indicted for accepting payola; a groups of
courageous African American students would refuse to stand
while being served at a lunch counter in Woolworth's in
Charlotte, North Carolina.

The sixties blew in with a

gusty purpose and will.
I was hardly aware of the larger society.

My world

moved between a 50's vintage red brick box of a house with
a tidily planted garden of beds of spring pansies and Saint
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Augustine grass on Spring Street and the elongated high
school bound by asphalt streets and cracked sidewalks.

In

between lay Central Baptist Church, that bastion of
morality and authority.

At a far distance of some five

miles was International Paper Company where my father
worked different shifts as an electrician.
There was a social gulf among papermill worker,
papermill supervisor, and business owner.

Somehow my

mother managed to straddle that gulf by playing inspired
bridge and joining the Civic Club.

An intelligent and

vibrant woman, an avid reader who had graduated from
Bastrop High School in Bastrop, Louisiana, as valedictorian
in 193 6, she spoke the social discourse of those with
"more."
I took dance lessons with the "privileged" at twelve,
learning to foxtrot and waltz, in preparation for country
club dances for children.

The sting of rejection lingers

as I remember the remark made by a "friend" at school the
year of the dance lessons —

"It's just like inviting

yourself to a birthday party."

I can only assume that my

mother called the couple giving dance lessons, asking
permission for my participation in the classes.

I grimly

went and moved in either stiff circles or wavering squares
with awkward boys.

I sensed, felt, not understood, the

differences between myself and the others.

Membership in Central Baptist Church was a comforting
if boring fact of life.

Surely we were all bound in

equality for the glory of heaven, an eternity of
somnambulant Sundays.

The church rose like a giant mammoth

of gray blocks of stone on Arkansas Street.

Guardian of

public and private morality, the semi-gothic structure with
Mondrian-like stained glassed panels of red, green, yellow,
blue (multicolored like Joseph's coat), of arched windows
and massive oak, carved doors was as beautiful to me an
anything I could imagine.
and holy.

Inside was a cavelike hush--dark

The pews were layered and padded with wine-

colored velvet, buttoned and tufted cushions.

I sat each

Sunday and counted not my sins but the tiles in the
cathedral ceiling, as high above my head and being as
heaven.
I sat each day in my classes: English, civics, Algebra
I, general science, typing, and physical education.

I

counted not my learning but the lines on the paper.

In

silence I absorbed enough to make the required grades of
parental demands.

My real learning lay in my own reading:

Dickens, Halliburton, Ogden Nash, Steinbeck.

If my

teachers had real blood surrounded by corporeal flesh, I
was not aware of such fact.

I was muffled, surrounded by a

stillness that I camouflaged that year by dressing in the
pep squad uniform, gold sweater and black swinging skirt,
and screaming wildly for the Lumberjacks.

The public
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sphere of a pep rally in the auditorium or a bonfire at the
stadium was in counterpoint to the private isolation of the
classroom.
I bring this consciousness of my own ninth grade to a
consideration of this research group of ninth graders.
Their world is different than mine.
from mine.

Their world proceeds

I smile at them as they come in the room; I

hope they feel more connected to what we are learning, that
they feel more alive, less isolated than I did.

I wonder

if I teach to relive my past, to create a better, more
viable version of my own school years.
the past?

Am I making up for

Are we always recreating our lives?

The Present:

Making Connections

The research group of ten students attended my second
hour English I class and fifth hour Spanish I class.

Since

the fifth hour was preceded by a recess, we might steal
extra time to work together.

I made a list and asked the

students if they would agree to participate voluntarily.
They seemed intrigued by it all; the curiosity and interest
I saw in their eyes during class spilled over into this
project.

Once they understood that I was after an

understanding of their understanding, a seeming redundancy
of words, they eagerly wrote on and discussed our topics.
I locate myself again, this time submerged in a deluge of
data.
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Each student brought his or her personality and
experiences to our shared conversations.

In retrospect I

think I found some part of myself in each one.

I was a

freshman again. I found the serious, the silly, the vain,
the profound, the talker, the listener, the thinker, the
doer.

I tell myself that this must be why I feel so

connected to this group, so much a part of their lives.
the same time, I realize that I am not.
They are now in the tenth grade.
died.

At

Time has passed.

One has moved.

Two have

They are no longer what they were - - m y group, my

students, my work, my connections to learning.
longer what we were.

We are no

I focus on each one and attempt to

create portraits of these students that picture their
school lives and introduce them as research participants.
Emma, a pert and delicate girl with long wisps of hair
that curve around her cheeks, keeps a faithful record of
her school life in her journal by chronicling her feelings
and experiences with poetry and pictures.

I write in my

journal (22 March 1993) :
She keeps a journal that bares her soul, normal
topics. love, boys, friendship. all of the
standard stuff that she makes important because
of her sincere desire to deal with the issues in
her life.
She worries the notion that others think her an "airhead"
when she probably thinks more deeply and feels more acutely
than many.

I learn from her how strongly a teenage girl
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can feel about friendships, relationships, and her own
life.
Alicia carries the heavy weight of the world on her
solid shoulders.

A mature girl, she comes to school with

her family and religious background as strong presences in
her behavior and speech.

Quiet and sedate, her concern and

care for others— students and teachers— lead her through
the school day.

The teenage rebellion is foreign to her

mind as she makes herself a part of the student and adult
worlds, somehow at the same time.

She is a peacemaker.

She will anchor and support me and our project.
Veronica, an African American student, is the epitome
of a child-already-adult with serious glasses and nononsense, severely pulled back ponytail.

Self-possessed

and assured of where she is going in life, straight toward
success, she placed first at the Louisiana District
Literary Rally at Louisiana Tech, Ruston, Louisiana, in
Spanish I in the spring of 1993.

Veronica is also quiet in

the classroom and works at a self-determined speed.
goal is, I think, to be always first.

Her

At the same time,

she and Alicia will laugh and talk with their classmates as
some of the boys cut up and cause
(petite disarrays).

small disturbances

Her smile comes slowly and works its

way up to her brown eyes.

One would call her in an

emergency for help or ask if one's slip were showing.
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The few-in-number girls were sometimes overshadowed by
the more verbal and assertive boys.

Although I attempted

to clear paths for their voices in group discussions, the
unusual group of lively boys quite often overpowered them.
Two of the quieter, though not less thoughtful, were
John and Mark.

John is a tall, lanky boy who will blend

into the green walls, chameleon-like, if allowed.
Reluctant to speak out, he sees the offside of things and
is not lacking in critical perspective.

After writing this

section and transcribing recorded group discussions, I must
add that while John is quiet in class, during our lengthy
group conversations, he quite often held forth quite
strongly on classroom issues as he also did in later
sessions of interpretative inquiry.

I find that I am

curious why he is so silent during class and then becomes
quite vocal in the small group.
Mark is his counterpoint, quiet as well, thinking
also, but along more conventional lines.

He has little to

say during classes or the group discussions.

Serious about

his learning and work, as was his older brother while in my
classes, Mark's even disposition and mild-mannered
participation offer a calming balance to the zaniness of
some of the other members.

With brownish hair, spectacled

dark eyes, and slight frame, he is willing to act as foil
to and appreciator of the sometimes "wild" times in the
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classroom.

He smiles quietly as his eyes fill with the

pleasure, the amore, of the enacted dramas.
The fair-haired Chris also is quiet and thinking, but
ready to join in any highjinks initiated by some of the
others if not surreptitiously orchestrated by him from
across the width of the classroom.
moods.

I tiptoed around his

One of my colleagues has since said:

"Chris knew

the dark angels" (conversation, 17 Nov 93).
One late winter morning last year during English class
while the others were reading, he and I watched out the
dusty windows shrouded by bedraggled blinds as a flock of
ravenous robins ate the red berries of a towering holly
tree across the street.

This year the same green tower has

replenished its bounty of berries; I stared at the redness
during sessions of interpretation with Jimmy and Carl.

At

the same time, we talked about Chris and what his loss
meant to u s.
Later in the year while in Spanish I class, Chris
threw a pencil on the floor and, with a smirky smile, dared
—

"Cross that line!"

I tried to cross the line to the

deeper recesses of his mind where he kept secure his darker
thoughts.

The stony dissatisfaction on his face forced me

to face the fact that many students go through the day with
only a sense of ennui as companion.
could either he or I hold it at bay.

Only occasionally
We tried.
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Ryan is another student who keeps things bottled
somewhere deep inside himself.

A master of detailed,

descriptive writing, he perhaps is the most self-isolated
of the group, though well-liked by all.

Repressed in

someway somehow by his life or by a school life that
demands such rigid conformity, he seems uneasy as he makes
his way.

I find my own writing stymied by the feelings of

repression that I intuit from his writings and classroom
behavior.

He wrote in his journal how distant he feels

from his teachers.
Jimmy is the bridge between the quiet and sometimes
explosive to the loud and always explosive.

The male

counterpoint to the maturity of the girls, he carries the
genes of my senior high school English teacher that speak
cogently in his writing and thoughts.

The grandson of a

superb former English teacher, he speaks well of his
background -- religious and familial.

He too has feet in

both camps--that of the adult and child's world.
a peacemaker.

He too is

My present help in time of need.

Carl brings the role of buffoon into the classroom and
our presence.
our attention.

He clowns and talks his way bullishly into
Getting him to write seriously about

anything all year was a losing battle as he could take any
topic and make some seemingly nonsensical something of it.
The irony of the nonsense was that, with effort, an actual
meaning could be found that he had carefully obscured.

He
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loved to make arguments about just what was and wasn't
right about what he had done.

His mind shot into tangents

from left field to way out of the ballpark.
with him.

I too laughed

Life is a game to be played and enjoyed.

The last boy, my "imaginary student" who played
"imaginary games of golf" in the classroom, could soar with
angels and commiserate with devils.

The bane of many

teachers' teaching days, he was, however, a literature
student of the best kind--playful, thoughtful, insightful,
inspired, and creative.

Steinbeck, H.G. Wells, Emily

Dickinson, Twain, Dickens were all part of his reading
repertoire.
Never one to be bored, he not only created on paper
but also in the classroom as he orchestrated elaborate
distractions.

Will was a distractor/actor of the first

order, one who could accurately estimate the value of
classroom work and react accordingly.

He wrote tellingly

of the danger of not savoring life's fullest flavor, of the
boy "who didn't tell what he feels; he soon lost himself
and lost what was real" (class journal, 6 October 1992).
To lose his brightness diminishes the glow of life in the
daily lives of his friends, family, and teachers.

A

"golden lad."
I struggled, along with my research participants,
toward finding the right questions to ask, toward securing
my attitude in a listening position, and toward attempting
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to uncover and understand this thing called school.

Each

of the participants was an invaluable part of the whole -each had a different voice and perspective, as well as a
different notion of surviving in the school setting.
My job in the research project was to separate and
sift the strands into a pattern that rendered visible at
least a partial glimpse of a whole.

The clouds darken and

move across the sky of my own perception, only at times
does the light of the full moon or the twinkling of the
stars make possible a sudden and sharp recognition of the
educational landscape.

CHAPTER 5
LIVING THE JOURNEY:

SPEAKING THE EXPERIENCES

Introduction

You may know life by heart, how to walk, talk and
breathe. But what is the point of all this if
you don't live it?
(John, research journal, 8 April 1993)
Written on the last day that the research
participants and I recorded thoughts on topics pertaining
to curriculum, teachers, self, and others, this journal
entry of John's suddenly leads me toward an sharper
awareness of what it was that we were searching for in the
attempt to understand our school lives -- what it means to
live a life.
That in the fall of 1993 two of the research
participants (Chris and Will) would lose their lives in a
car accident makes John's observation even more pertinent
and poignant.

This exploration of an understanding of the

depths of the meanings of life is the whole.
As students, many of us have learned discrete bits of
information "by heart":

the multiplication tables,

spelling rules, lists of presidents, the periodic table.
John warns that even though we move through our days
functioning as human beings, living the discrete
particulars, we are missing the more crucial aspect of our
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lives:

the sense of what it is that makes us alive as well

as the importance of actually "living" the whole of life.
All, perhaps, should move beyond simply knowing "life by
heart" toward a fuller realization and understanding of the
complexities of life as well as becoming more conscious of
the everyday particularities of walking, talking, and
breathing.
Jardine (1992) claims that "hermeneutic inquiry is
concerned with the ambiguous nature of life itself"
(p.119).

In postpositivist research, the search for a

heteroglot of voices, the contradictions of subjectivities,
and the essence of the lived moment is an attempt to offer
a fleeting glimpse of what it is to be alive -- to speak,
to listen, to do, to learn, to exist.

Not from a desire to

present lived ambiguities as "presentable," but from the
desire to give "voice" to them, this research project calls
forth, evokes, and speaks the metaphors, images, and dreams
of our lives.

Through a thoughtful discussion of the

concrete particulars of the schoolday that detail subject
matter, relationships with teachers and how they teach, and
relationships with self and others, we search for the
voices that more fully and faithfully presence ourselves in
the world.
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Conversational and Dialoqical Inquiry

Ten research participants, introduced in the preceding
chapter, and I wrote in dialogue journals in response to
various topics pertaining to school and curriculum for a
total of 18 entries over a period of four weeks in the
spring of 1993 (See Appendix for listing of topics). The
dialogue journals, in which the oral process of
conversation

is mimicked in writing, set the stage for a

dialogical inquiry in which the topics evolved as
conversational partners interacted through spoken language.
Beginning with a heuristic topic that called for the
definitions of subject matter, I responded to the
participants' writings, which were presentations of very
personal reactions to subject matter, by turning to topics
that were more oriented to the participants' interests or
feelings.

In other words, response called for response in

reciprocal fashion; writings were based upon writings.

I

overlay and layered subsequent topics in this manner
throughout the collection of participant text as well as
throughout the collaborative interpretation of text.
At times, the topic evolved from group discussions.
For example, when the participants persisted in calling the
group's attention to a stressful situation in a particular
class, they introduced the examination of relationships
with teachers.

In this manner, the participants themselves

guided the questioning.
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At other times, the topic came from my reading of
scholarly texts (Shor, 1992; Gadamer, 1993; van Manen,
1990, 1991).

In a sense, I fieldtested philosophical and

pedagogical ideas within the classroom.

Finally, in an

attempt to gain some distance of perspective from self and
others, as well as from the confines of the schoolworld, we
attempted to create metaphorical representations.

In an

attempt to remain faithful to the notion of open-ended
dialogue (Noddings, 1992, p. 23), the last entry was an
invitation to review previous writings and respond with
whatever came to the participants' minds.
Though I actually gathered journal writings throughout
the schoolyear from three English classes, the
interpretation of text

(see Rivkin,

1991, p. 68) in this

chapter deals with the

180 entries that were written in a

concentrated effort at

focusing the thoughts of a

particular group of students on the topic of school.

At

the same time that an effort was made to narrow the focus
on the particularities of school experiences and to
11defamiliarize" the everyday events of school life, a
widening of the spectrum of the totality of life
experiences came into view as we wrote, discussed, and,
later, worked in collaborative inquiry to interpret text.
In addition to these daily writings in the research
journals, the participants and I met weekly in fifty-minute
group discussions.

Gathering for discussions a total of
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four times during a four week timeframe, we met for two
whole-group discussions the first and last meetings, while
meeting in groups of three or four students the second and
third meetings.

I mixed the makeup of the small group

discussions to allow for various patterns of student
interaction.
We met on Fridays across the hall from our English and
Spanish classroom in an abandoned, vandalized room in which
I had first taught tenth grade English several years ago.
The scarred desks were raw and peeling, the institutional
green walls and chalkboards smeared with benign graffiti.
We circled our desks around the tape recorder and began,
amid the dust and disorder.
As I read and reflected daily upon the writings in the
research journals, I reintroduced topics during the weekly
discussions for the purposes of expansion and elaboration
as well as for varying possibilities of interaction and
interpretation among the participants. In this way, the
topics were a matter of oral as well as written discourse.
Also, during this time, the students brought up for
discussion matters that were of concern and importance to
them which had been prompted, but not fully addressed, by
the writings.
I asked the research participants each session to re
read either their journals or a classmate's journal in
order to comment or to ask a question concerning some issue
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raised by the writings.

Each session, I waited for the

topic to exhaust itself by listening and waiting for the
silence (Bollnow, 1982) that signalled oral completion
before moving on to another topic, either mine or the
students'.
What seemed evident was that the group discussions
reinforced and highlighted the validity of the journal
writings.

The students read aloud from their journals,

sometimes from each other's journal, and added comments
that deepened and broadened the thoughts or ideas that had
emerged in their writings.
The discussions also allowed the students an
opportunity to agree or disagree with one another
concerning classroom issues.

Because one of the major

purposes of this study was to afford the students spaces
and time to develop and hear their own voices, a consensus
of opinion was neither important nor necessary for these
discussions.

However, many times the students themselves

would make concessions to each others' opinions and would
"settle" the fomentation of discussion, sometimes by
modifying their original statements or, at other times, by
simply admitting the validity of the other student's
claims.
In addition, the features of the method of the
research were as important as the method itself, in similar
fashion to feminist research (Hollingsworth, 1992).

Thus,
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the focus was upon voicing perception of experience rather
than determining whose "opinion" was more valid or
accurate.
Again, the focus lay in uncovering the differences in
students' perceptions rather than in narrowing the
individual perspectives to commonalities which sometimes
conflate the particularities of experience with a larger
whole.

However, commonalities, to be discussed throughout

the sections of this chapter, emerged as well as the
"differences."
Transcripts were made of the research participants'
journal writings and also of the tape-recorded oral
discussions.

These transcripts were further discussed for

interpretation of meaning in hermeneutic conversations held
during the fall and spring semesters of the 1993-94
schoolyear.

These later meetings, held as I worked with

the thematization and coding of the journal writings and
transcripts of the oral discussions, to create a
preliminary interpretation of text, helped formulate,
validate, and modify the direction of the reported results
of the research project.

Chapter 6 offers interpretation

of written responses to a final series of questions and
individual interviews.
The writings and subsequent re-writings that emerged
from the initial and later group and individual discussions
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were coded for thematic interpretation under five general
categories:
*
*
*
*
*

conversations
conversations
conversations
conversations
conversations

about
about
about
about
about

subject matter
learning needs
how teachers teach
relationships with teachers
self

In addition, subsumed under these categories of
conversations are the themes of desires and distancing that
seem to be parts of a recurring umbrella pattern that
wander in-and-out from one category to another.

Indeed,

the five categories are fluid ones that are as interrelated
as the lived experiences of the school day itself.
To be further developed in the following five
sections of categorical conversations are themes of desire:
on the part of the students that the world, lived life, and
the teachers' lived experiences be presenced more and be
brought closer to schooling and, also, the desire of many
students that they learn from and be taught by the teacher.
The discussion of the thematic presence of distancing
will include a consideration of teachers' methods of
presenting subject matter to the student, of the selfperceived needs and interests of the research participants,
and of the relationship between the student and the
teachers as well as the relationship between the student
and others.

As we discussed the evidences of distancing

found in an initial interpretation of student texts, the
participants discovered and discussed an additional
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distance between the teacher's interest in the subject
matter and the methods of presentation in the classroom.

Conversations:

Subject Matter

The research participants began the study by writing
about the classes in which they were enrolled during the
1992-93 schoolyear, "the advertised menu," cogently
critiqued by Eisner (1985).

After defining the different

subjects, the students ranked in order of importance each
class.

The third day the topic dealt with what was lacking

or needed in their course of studies.
All of the ninth grade students, members of my English
I and Spanish I classes, were enrolled in a homogeneous
schedule:

English I, Civics, Physical Science, Spanish I,

math (either Algebra I or Geometry), and physical education
(a regular physical education class, varsity football,
golf, or tennis).
Most of the participants wrote very brief descriptions
of each subject, limiting themselves to a sentence or two
for each one.

In linear form, they arranged their classes

hour by hour down the page of paper in their journals,
numbering each and underlining the subject name.

The

students, in succinct manner blended three strands of
analysis:
*

What a particular subject encompassed: "why
everything in the world happens," "an in depth
look at our government," "study of laws,"
"sentence structure."
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*

What was performed, in that class: "taking
notes," "sleeping," "studying for another
class," "writing."

*

How the student evaluated the class: "practice
in trying to see around teacher's head while
listening to the yells of bonus points
slipping away"; "important to pass because
when I get a job I will probably use it";
"difficult and challenging."

Interesting and recurring in this heuristic writing to
introduce the research participants to the process of
dialoguing with themselves and each other about their
school lives were the numerous references to life. As the
word reappeared in various journal entries, I turned toward
a consideration of the desire on the part of the students
to connect their learning with the world outside of the
classroom and school building as well as prepare them for
future economic or academic needs.
While English is defined as "learn(ing) about life, to
think, to communicate" (John, journal, 8 March 1993),

John

claims that baseball is the "closest thing to the game of
life."

John actually defines the subjects that he ranks

the highest in terms of their relation to life. Carl
claims that the physical education class, in which he
practices varsity football, helps him connect with nature
and "in a way teaches me about life a little more than
civics" (journal, 8 March 1993).
Alicia rates her classes in order of importance:
I feel Algebra and English tie. I can't
decide which is more important. I will use
both of these the rest of my life. I have to
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have English so I can talk properly and write
properly. These are two things I will do all
my life. I will need my math so that I can
be a cautious shopper when I get older
amongst other things. I will also need my
reading because I always need to know how to
read.
Cautious and thoughtful Alicia labors over the
decision of ranking the subjects in order of utilitarian
importance.

Breaking the self-imposed tie, she finally

places English as the most important subject, perhaps
because she realizes the importance in her life of her own
reading.

An avid reader, she checked out most of the

paperback editions of adolescent fiction kept on the
classroom library shelves in the course of the school year.
These students are not only concerned about learning
subject matter that would meet the needs of their future
lives.

Several make reference to "the game of life."

In

our sports-oriented culture, perhaps it is not surprising
that some male students express a metaphor of life as a
game to be played and won.

Just as Carl mentioned that

varsity football and baseball taught him about life more so
than did civics, Jimmy writes:
I realize I'm going out on a limb saying this
since it's not academic, but you learn more
about life and how to live wisely in one week
(in baseball) than you do in one year of
regular school classes.
Mark (journal, 9 March 1993) quotes the coach as telling
the students that "the closest (way) to the game of life is
through sports."
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Coaches seemed to have the most influence over the
male participants on the sports field; however, several are
criticized as being poor classroom teachers.

Unlike these

students, I am uneasy about a prevailing view of life as a
competition with opposing players whose sole objective is
to win; the female participants do not make this
connection.

At any rate, Jimmy's desire to learn to live

wisely through learning the "rules" of the game and playing
accordingly may not be as prevalent as less worthy ones.
Significant about the recurrence of the word life in
these writings is perhaps not necessarily what learning to
play baseball or football teaches the student about living
a life but that the student realizes that more is being
taught than simply the rules and skills of playing a sport;
furthermore, the students appreciate and value the
correlations between learning and life.

Somehow the

teaching and learning, at least in these nonacademic areas,
serve a larger purpose, one that connects, rather than
severs, these male students to life.
In addition to thinking about how a mastery of the
subject matter will benefit them in the future and about
how this knowledge illustrates connections to "learning"
life itself, the participants felt a more immediate desire
to learn subject matter that was relevant to the present.
Jimmy:

I believe that there need to be classes
on handling life situations and living
in the real world. It's hard for
people who graduate to go from living
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at home one month to being on their
own the next. This class would be for
those going off to college; then, for
those not planning to go to college
there need to be work programs that
teach them to get jobs and do
something with their lives.
Almost as if he realizes that four years of an
academic program do not generate the ability to make and
implement daily lived decisions, in similar fashion to
Eisner's (1985) complaint of compliant behavior fostered by
schools, Jimmy points out the necessity of students'
learning how to be more independent.
Ryan,

(journal, 10 March 1993), extremely bright yet

unchallenged by his daily schedule, makes a plea for:
educational field trips that would take us to art
museums so we will have visual aids to what we
have learned. This would be part of our
education as much as sitting in the classroom
would.
Again, there is a desire that the world be brought
closer to the

classroom, a more vivid world of colors and

images.
Historically, students have been portrayed as
reluctant participants or players in the educational game
(McNeil, 1988; Johnson & Nelson, 1989; Goodlad, 1983).
Schempp, Sparkes, and Tempiin (1993) found that the
teachers involved in their study did not find students
wanting an education.

This seems to be the general

impression, the conventional wisdom, of students held by
many in the general public as well as in educational
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fields.

As a classroom teacher, I, too, unfortunately have

taught a portion of "unmovable" students.

I have no doubt

that this study done with another group of students would
result in different thematic distinctions.

As a

researcher, this rich possibility of "differences" posits
probabilities of innumerable patterns of study findings.
Nevertheless, in this study, I found a strong desire on the
part of the research participants that they learn and be
taught, one that they assert strongly in later sessions to
consider preliminary interpretations of text.

As we shall

see, the consequences were dire and stressful when the
students felt that they were not being "taught" or that
they were being "mis-taught."
If we accept along with van Manen (1990) that desire
is not simply a psychological state, but also a state of
being which signals a deep interest in an aspect of life,
then we recapture the original meaning of the word desire
which allows one "to expect from the stars" (van Manen,
1990, p. 79).

The attentiveness of these research

participants to the needs of their educational lives
focused on their longing to integrate their school-lives
with the whole of their lived experiences.

Conversations;

Mark:

Learning Needs

There are some classes that I feel
something is missing. One class is
civics. I think it is that we get off
easy in it. I also know that I might
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know the answers on the test for that
day, but if I took it the next week or
so I would not know the answers.
Alicia:

I feel that in some of my classes we
just need to be taught that subject,
instead of routine paperwork. I would
rather know I was going to learn
instead of just sitting around. I can
sit around at home. I think our school
needs to offer more of each subject. I
think that it would be good to have a
lot of math, science, etc., so that
we can get what we need for the future.
I think it would be nice to have a
girls' track team. I don't think that
just boys should be allowed to be
involved in running and so forth. I
believe everyone should have an equal
opportunity. In my first paragraph
about being taught I really mean
it. I feel that when a teacher is
involved with the class I learn more.
And about everything else I'm serious
also.

Emma:

Most of the stuff you learn in classes,
it's like you learn it over and over
every year. In math, you start out with
the same things every year.

Will:

English is the only class where they
treat us as people and not subjects.
The difference between a person and a
student is that a person has feelings,
experiences, emotions, etc. A student
is the average kid who sits in the
desk, eats Rice Krispies for breakfast
and rides the bus.

Veronica: There are only 3 classes that I know of
that there may be something missing.
Those classes are Physical Science,
Civics, and Spanish. In Physical
Science and Spanish, we learn a lot,
but time is short. We don't get to
finish all of the material. Sometimes
you miss something important. In
Civics, though, it's a different story
completely. If you learn in that
class, you have to teach yourself,
because most of the time you don't do
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very much. What you do depends on what
class you're in. Different teachers do
different things. The one I have does
nothing. This is how I feel; this is
the truth.
And the "truth" to be learned from the above writings
of Mark, Alicia, Veronica, Emma, and Will is the fact that
there is a strong desire to learn and be taught on the part
of the students.
The desire to learn academic subjects more deeply, as
expressed by Mark, is counterpointed by Alicia's comment
that "routine paperwork" be eliminated.

She calls for

"more of each subject" and "more" of physical education for
girls that equals the variety of athletic course offerings
for boys.

Perhaps if girls were offered the spectrum of

athletic courses that boys are provided, the female
participants would also speak of connections between sports
and life.
Emma realizes that the content of subject matter is
repeated yearly.

Not only is there a lack of "more," but a

yearly presentation of the "same."

The personal surfaces

as Will calls for students' being treated as "people" and
not "subjects."

Finally, Veronica pleads for teachers to

teach, rather than forcing the students to teach themselves
by practicing a doing-nothing pedagogy as her civics
teacher seems to do.
In the first group discussion, when I attempted to
deepen and broaden the students' brief definitions of
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subject matter from the first day's journal writing, the
students instead turned the discussion to a rather
energetic exchange of statements about which teachers
actually taught:
Carl:

Coach Roath, that's the kind of teacher I
can learn from. He explains.

Will:

You can't get by not learning in your
class because you got to learn something.

Carl: Coach Roath and you are the only classes
you really have to work to pass because
everybody else just sits there.
The students then commented on which teachers did not
teach:
Emma: We don't do anything in there, read the
chapter, and do activity words.
John:

Coach Natt's class -- he just kind of sits
there.

Carl:

When they made civics a class in
Louisiana, they made a class for a
football coach to teach.

Also, the research participants considered how the teachers
taught:
John:

What you have to do is what he tells you
to and you learn.

Alicia:

If you work on your own and you don't
have a teacher to work with and they
don't explain....

Ryan:

We don't ever discuss anything about the
science lesson. He just writes the
notes and then we read them.

Seemingly, the importance of the teacher to learning
superseded the significance of the subject matter to the
students.

Rather than discussing the content and format of
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each subject matter, other than to claim the yearly
repetition of factual material, the students spontaneously
exchanged views about which teacher did what during the
course of a class period.

In other words, the students'

concern was how teachers teach.

Conversations:

How Teachers Teach

Veronica:

Well, about Mrs. Allen, she's a pretty
good teacher, but she seems to want
the kids to like her instead of to
teach. That's what I think.

Will:

The only thing I have against her is
that she really doesn't teach
anything. I mean I want to learn
something.

In a taped discussion (26 March 1993), Will, Chris,
Emma, and I talked about possible topics for later journal
writings.

The students felt that the three

days of

writing about the same class period (in first person
pronoun, third person pronoun, and then analysis of the
differences in viewpoint) were too similar to be palatable
to their writing tastes.

Will suggested writing about

something besides school, which I explained might detract
from our purpose of trying to find out what school is like
from the students' viewpoints.

Of note to educators who

see students as passive recipients of education is the fact
that Will did indeed in some of his journal entries take
the assigned topic and relate the idea of the writing to a
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broader realm of experience and, at the same time, capture
the flavor of the assignment.
However, during this brief exchange of remarks
negotiating writing topics, Emma, in a loud voice,
interrupted the discussion with a disclaimer:
Emma:

I think really the teachers are what
make it really bad--the way they teach.
And the things they do in the
classroom.

Will:

You get out of school. All the other
teachers stay in school.

Me:

I get out of school?

Emma:

We don't have to do anything at all in
Coach Roger's class, but you know he
never makes us write words and do stuff
like that but we never do anything
other than read the book.

Will:

You leave the book.

Me:

Oh, yeah, I see.

Will:

All our teachers teach straight out of
the book.

Chris:

Like Duffy my first hour.

Will:

You can pick out everything that he
says. In the book.

Me:

In the book.

Will:

You say stuff, I mean, we haven't even
opened our grammar book.

Me:

Okay.

Will:

The way I look at it, you can learn
more from people than from books.

Emma:

Yeah. Because when you’re reading the
book, it's not, you learn more from
listening to what people have to say
than from reading out of the textbook.
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Me:

What they have to say about things that
they know or ... ?

Emma:

Yeah, different things.

Me:

Things that happened?

Emma:

Yeah, and how they feel about things.
You learn more than that way than from

Me:

Just the words on the page?

Will:

Because people know a lot about . . .
(unintelligible on tape). You can
relate a lot more to a person than to a
book.

Seemingly, these students perceive their teachers as
teaching from rote ("by heart") directly from a textbook
rather than teaching in a broader manner that includes
additional knowledge gained from either lived or academic
experience or from the affective, "how they feel about
things."

The desire to gain that direct contact with a

teacher's knowledge, feelings, and experiences calls for
the teacher to broaden the knowledge base of classroom
teaching to include the whole person and a whole life, both
the teacher's and the students'.
In later discussions of preliminary text
interpretation (15 December 1993), the participants pointed
out the distancing between teacher interest and the subject
matter.

John, who calls himself "son of a salesman," who

often writes using business analogies, rather vividly
challenged anyone to buy a product from a salesman who did
not believe in or care about that product.

That morning,
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John suddenly assumed a wide-legged stance of authority in
front of our circled chairs and demanded whether we would
buy a tombstone from his father if he halfheartedly
presented the worth of the monument.

Yet, the teachers,

John claims, present subject matter with little or no
apparent interest in the "product."

Van Manen (1991) asks:

What happens when we fail to understand that
there exists a primordial connection between
learning and interest? In schools and classrooms
where learning now must be pushed in the absence
of interest, one replaces the intrinsic power of
desire and interest with the extrinsic motivation
of hidden seduction or coercive compulsion.
(p.197)
John, the student who can learn in classes where the
teacher simply makes a reading assignment and then retreats
behind his desk to read sports magazines, wisely asks how a
teacher can inspire interest in a subject matter for which
the teacher himself has no evidenced passion.

I think that

he asks not for himself but for countless others who are
not so self-motivated and self-directed as he in the quest
for learning.
When asked to identify a class in which the student
was learning the "most," several students claimed to be
learning the most material in a class whose subject matter
was completely new to their experience:

tennis or Spanish.

Ryan: I am learning the most in tennis because
the rest of my classes are mostly a review
of the last eight years.
Veronica: I am learning the most in Spanish
because I like Spanish. Things that I
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don't know about interest me. Language
and culture are the things that interest
me the most. There's a whole world out
there that I've never seen except on
television and on television, to me, it's
not real anyway. I'd like to learn more
about it just in case I never get a chance
to see for myself how they live.
In Veronica's writing, the desire to presence the
outside world in her learning experience through learning
another language and culture comes forward in her desire to
experience the "new" and unknown.

This view is reinforced

by the writings of Emma ("I am learning the most in Spanish
class because it is something I know nothing about") and
("I am learning most in Spanish because it's a foreign
language so whatever I learn is new").
In response to a prompt to write a description of how
teacher's teach by writing a scenario, placing oneself in
the classroom, and writing a semi-fictionalized account of
that class period, the participants instead chose to stay
within the realities of the situation, the concrete, by
giving an hour by hour account of the day's teachings.
Again, a look at the particulars of the day leads us toward
a fuller realization of the whole by offering a careful
consideration of the defamiliarized everyday that, when put
together, makes more visible the total.
While my teaching was characterized as hard,
challenging, and demanding (Carl: "a lot of learning in a
very short, short time"), the students seemed little
challenged by most of their course work, seeing little
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purpose in the dull routines of repetition.

I received my

share of negative comments, quite valid, that in Spanish I
did not always allow enough time for the students to grasp
the material; Carl, in a later taped discussion, claimed
that I sometimes ignored Will's comments.
As a researcher and teacher, I find it difficult to
write about how these students rate my teaching methods.
What Carl did not know about my relationship with Will, the
astute "golden lad," whom I occasionally ignored during
class was that Will and I always spoke at the end of the
class hour, even if only to smile silent good-byes.

We

shared much in the love of literature, learning, and
writing.

Nor did Carl understand that this was a gentle

way to provide teacher attention to other students.
However, if I had to describe my own teaching during
this school year, I would use the exact words as Carl's ("a
lot of learning in a short, short time"); I taught with the
intent of broadening and deepening their abilities to read,
speak, write, and listen as much as possible.

I shared the

sense of pressure, at times, overwhelmingly so.
Nevertheless, a salient point of this conversation of
how teachers teach is to show that students are desirous of
learning and that they also have the ability and desire to
determine the value and effectiveness of the classroom
teacher's practice from their own perspectives.

Shor

(1992) writes about "Students More Than Zero," claiming
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that students have intellectual resources that they do not
use or display in many classrooms but which can be brought
out by student-centered pedagogy.

My experience of working

with students leads me to agree with Shor (1992) that:
they know more and possess more skills than they
show in passive, teacher-centered classrooms;
they can read, write, listen, and debate with
more care than they habitually demonstrate; they
feel more deeply about experiences and ideas than
they let on, withdrawn as they are into boredom
or defensive silence; teacher-talk, standardized
testing, commercial textbooks,shabby
environments, and dull academic courses have
produced resistance and low expectations,
depressing their levels of performance; they are
on a performance strike, having learned to
withhold full performance in passive schooling;
they are brighter, more articulate, and have more
emotional depth than the standard syllabus allows
them to show. (p.224)
Rather than conceiving of themselves as tabula rasa, to be
imprinted with the sketchy outlines of learning, the
students seem aware of the need to do more, learn more,
experience more, and think more.
In addition, several students write of the need for
teachers to explain more deeply and thoroughly the material
being taught.

Several students wrote of teachers who were

"good" teachers because of their willingness to take enough
time to explain the subject matter thoroughly enough until
the students gained an understanding.

This desire of

deeper and fuller explanation of subject matter is the key
to the students' frustration with teachers who lecture,
give notes, assign reading pages, or questions to answer
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without

an accompanying "talking and getting out of the

book" that Chris, Emma,

and Will discussed earlier.

Carl, during a discussion with Ryan and John (26 March
1993), describes school:
It's like you are going through a factory on the
rotary line and people are putting stuff in you
and then they take you out. I mean they don't do
you like you are going to be put together by
hand, they just, like one person at the time does
it, an assembly line.
The distancing of schooling (subject matter and
teaching method) from the students' and teacher's
experienced lives and the distancing of teaching method
from the subject matter itself ("We never discuss science,"
Ryan) leads to the perception of school life as a
mechanized process that treats the student as raw material
and the teacher as technician who unthinkingly "puts stuff
in" the student until the student is "taken out," either
completing the course or, eventually, graduating from high
school.
Mark, the most sympathetic and most quietly frustrated
of the participants with the difficulties of learning and
teaching, wrote a description of his geometry class:
In Geometry class Mrs. Allen tries to teach us
things but we have a hard time learning it. She
teaches us what's in her book, but when it comes
to homework, I have trouble. Sometimes when I do
my homework, I have never seen the stuff before
in my life. Another thing that happens is that
there is a lot of talking in our class and that
really distracts me. She tries to teach us
things, but I don't think she spends enough time
on the subject for us to learn it. I think that
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geometry is just a hard subject to teach and
learn.
Ryan backs up Mark's claim of having homework on
material that had not been explained in his own writing:
Mrs. Allen's class is the main one that I have
(difficulties in) where she doesn't explain what
she is teaching and then gives us homework on it.
Many students discuss the "trouble" in this class
where the content of the geometry lesson was not explained
adequately before being assigned for independent work.

As

the research project progressed, the writings and
discussion seemed fixated on this particular "problem" area
of the school day.
Obviously, this class was the trouble spot for my
students.

The question kept recurring:

Why was this class

so full of what the students labeled "chaos"?

What was the

cause of the conflict between so many of these students and
this teacher?

It was not that the students worried about

their learning in this class, though they did, so much as
how the atmosphere in the classroom led to such confusion - for those participating and those not participating in
what Will called "anarchy."

I started asking questions

during group discussions.
In a group discussion (2 April 1993), Veronica broke
into transitional remarks being made about writing topics
for the week with
Veronica:

I have a question -- why do ya'll
always give Mrs. Allen a hard time?
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Veronica was puzzled that while she had a good relationship
with this teacher, the others writhed in daily conflicts,
causing in class what is termed "chaos" and "anarchy" in
many of their writings.

Like Alicia, who initially terms

the class "chaos" during a group discussion (26 March
1993), Veronica feels that Mrs. Allen is "too patient" and
agrees with Alicia's comment that Mrs. Allen "puts up with
a lot."
In the next section, Veronica discusses the
underpinnings of her relationship with Mrs. Allen.

The

other participants also share their perceptions of the
problem class and discuss their relationships with various
teachers.

Conversations;

Relationships with Teachers

Jimmy, in rewriting an account in third person pronoun
of what had happened in the preceding day's first period
geometry class, narrates:
As the boy looked around the room, he saw a
volcano about to erupt. He knew that something
was about to happen. He sensed that the teacher
had lost control and it was about to come back to
her. He let out a last silent cry for help. He
saw the situation like a wildfire going out of
control. He knew it was not good, but it was
funny to look upon. He cringed as he saw the
teacher get angry; he knew that chaos and anarchy
had arrived. The shouts he heard were loud,
the yells profane. He was hurt down deep inside
for he knew he would learn no geometry today,
(journal, 25 March 1993)
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Again, Jimmy gives voice to the desire to learn as
discussed earlier, but what is more significant in this
section is the portrayal of the conflict in the classroom,
the "chaos" and "anarchy" mentioned earlier.
Emma and Jimmy (group discussion, 2 April 1993) enter
the conversation to discuss their grievances:
Emma:

It's that she tries to be something that
she's not. She'll be talking to you and
then tries to act like she's cool and all
this stuff and everybody knows she's not.
So, it. . . .

Jimmy:

Sometimes she'll say something and she'll
say that we're going to get to do
something or make up something and then
she won't let us.
And then she'll talk
her way out of it and make it sound like
she didn't really tell us that.

Emma:

When she tells us to do something, she
doesn't explain it to us and if we have
questions, it makes her mad.

In dialogues and interior monologues that were
representative of conversations between themselves and a
teacher, almost all of the students wrote lines filled with
anger and distrust.

Carl (journal, 1 April 1993), the

student most likely to amuse, entertained with a humorous
example of his favorite coach's digressions into the
football past ofthe last decade ("Coach Rogers, how

do you

feel about my quitting football and devoting my life to
being a tax collector?"). Coach Rogers responds with a
lengthy speech on the value of football and his success
with the previous Lumberjack football teams.
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However, the others wrote painful conversations
comprised of accusatory remarks ("You cheated!" and "Do you
know you've only been here twenty of the last thirty
days?") or ridiculous commands ("Write and shut up!"), on
the part of the teachers, followed by protests against
unfairness ("But, Mrs. Allen, we shouldn't get penalized
for something another student did!") and claims of autonomy
("I'm a free man") on the part of the students.

Mark,

always worried about the possibility of learning or not
learning, wrote a conversation in which the teacher refused
to explain a geometry proof to him and threatened to send
him to the office for his repeated questions.

In the

concluding line of his dialogue, the student turned to
another student for help with the proof.
Shown thus far are conflicting relationships with
teachers based on issues of unfairness, unreasonable
demands, threats, and lack of willingness to "teach."

A

transition to the distancing that most students feel
between themselves and their teachers is a student who more
closely identifies with a teacher.

Veronica and her query

at the end of the last section bring us toward her demand
to know why some of these students are so "hard" on this
geometry teacher.
Veronica (journal, 13 March 1993) discusses her
relationships with her teachers:
I treat teachers just like my friends. There
have only been a few that have treated me the
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same. My geometry and English teacher are the
only ones that treat me as more than just a
student. I can talk to them before I could talk
to my closest friends because your closest
friends will usually stab you in the back
eventually. It's happened to me quite a few
times, so I really only trust myself. My
geometry and English teachers are the only two I
could come to if I needed something. I get along
with them the best, because I feel like they
understand me more than most teachers, maybe not
much more, but I know they can understand me
better. I understand some things about these
teachers. I'm not going to say we know each
other well, but you get to know a little about a
person after being around them for a long while.
While even Veronica sounds ambivalent about how well
she or her teachers can or do know each other, except for
Emma who writes about being able to talk to her Algebra II
teacher, she is the only student who felt an awareness of
teachers as human beings and who felt that her teachers
realized her humanity.

We remember that earlier Emma asked

that teachers bring the personal into the classroom in that
she felt that students could learn from the teachers'
experiences.

Later, we will consider Emma's profound sense

of distancing that she feels when considering her
relationships with her teachers.
Veronica's question about the other students' volatile
relationship with Mrs. Allen lead her during the group
discussion to tell the group how she had met and worked
with this teacher the year before:
I got to know her last year. They say she hasn't
changed. I was watching the concessions for the
games. She helped me out. (group discussion, 2
April 1993).
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In her journal entry of a dialogue with a teacher, Veronica
also tells of Mrs. Allen giving her a headache remedy
before sending her on to her next class with an excuse for
being tardy.

Clearly, Mrs. Allen is a worthy and warm

person for Veronica on a personal level.
Emma, when asked to talk about her relationships with
her teachers, tells the group that the only teacher she
could ever talk to was Mrs. Leopold, perhaps, due to
spending time in her home as a friend of Mrs. Leopold's
daughter.

In a matter of fact voice, reminiscent of my own

ninth grade experiences, Emma succinctly claims that
"That's just the way it is" and "It's always been like
that" (group discussion, 2 April 1993).

Other than

sustaining a relationship through friendship with a
teacher's daughter, Emma has little or no personal contact
with her teachers.
I remember how surprised I felt when my geometry
teacher called me up to her desk.

My initial shock at a

teacher initiating a conversation with me was only
overshadowed by a cold shower of feelings of worthlessness
when she warned me that I needed to pull my skirt down.
sympathize with Emma when she later tells the group that
most of her teachers think "I am a juvenile delinquent."
Clearly, teachers have the power to evoke strong feelings
in students with chance remarks spoken unthinkingly or
hastily.

I
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Emma, in an earlier journal entry, had proposed that
while teachers are "people," most students cannot conceive
of their actually having a family and life due to the lack
of sharing of personal experiences.

She searches for a

possible connection between the student and the teacher
through reciprocal knowledge as she writes:

"It makes

students feel like they are on the same level of the
teacher instead of feeling beneath them" (journal, 31 March
1993).

She goes on to discuss her relationship with Mrs.

Leopold, relating that they treated each other as "equals,
not a superior and a lowly student."
Veronica and Emma seem to have been able to forge
viable relationships with some or at least one of their
women teachers while most of the others mainly experience
relationships of distancing.

Carl (journal, 31 March 1993)

writes that his relationship with myself "usually stays at
the level of student-teacher."

In unusual language, he

claims that sometimes I become "a little rowdy and step out
for a few seconds, but just as soon as she steps out, she
is right back in."

Somehow, Carl must feel that I move

across some of that distance that separates student and
teacher but quickly move back toward a separate teacher
space.
Alicia (journal, 31 March 1993) writes ambivalently
about feeling "comfortable" around me and that "we get
along fine," but also about having the idea that "I guess
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that I understand Mrs. B., but whether she understands me I
don't know."

Ryan (journal, 31 March 1993) goes the full

distance in the opposite direction as he states, matter of
factly, that "The relationship with my teachers is strictly
business and nothing personal."

Furthermore, he feels a

lack of reciprocal understanding between himself and his
teachers.

Clearly, he is one of the most isolated of the

group though later he states that through working with this
research project that he felt much less so.
The issue of equality as a desired ingredient of a
relationship that negates the problem of distancing is
brought up by Carl as did Emma earlier.

When Carl claims

that a student's relationship depends on the teacher's mood
as well as the individual teacher herself, I counterpose
his argument by suggesting that perhaps the student then
who stays the same day by day is the constant in the
relationship.

Carl (group discussion, 2 April 1993)

reacts:
Yeah, they don't care. Sometimes they might
make the first move talking to you, but it just
depends on how they are. . . . They don't notice
how you feel. You can't just walk up to a
teacher and start talking. But he can walk up to
you.
In response to Carl's proposal of teacher determination of
relationship, I comment, "You feel a distance and you feel
that the teacher determines that distance in the
relationship."

Though some of these students make

tentative advances towards establishing a relationship with
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teachers, the power to initiate the relationship lies
within the teacher's realm.
Thus far, throughout this chapter, we have seen
evidence of distancing between what the student learns and
desires to learn, between actual subject matter and life
experiences, between teachers' interests and subject
matter, and between teaching methods and subject matter,
accompanied by a counterpoint of a strong desire to learn
from life -- the larger world as well as the realms of
lived experiences.

Though in later text interpretation (15

December 1993), Emma warns that sometimes a "business-like"
relationship with a teacher is best, this chasm between the
students' lives and that of the teacher may be the crucial
distancing in the classroom -- the removal of the teacher's
life from those of the students'.

Later hermeneutic

conversations will reinforce the validity of this idea.
The last day's writing was a prompt to reflect about
the previous topics in order to explain, elaborate, or to
write about anything of importance that we had not touched
upon.

Carl (journal, 7 April 1993) ponders the value of

reflection and in his usual bantering tone writes:
I even think back on my baths and showers in a
way that I've never seen them before. It's like
going under water and opening your eyes and
looking back out at the sun or someone else
looking down at you. Have you ever wondered if
your mirror is a window and someone else is
looking at you?
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With a mixture of the absurd and comical, he points
seriously toward a reconsideration of perception of self.

Conversations;

Self

How can we understand ourselves as teachers and
students?

What effects the move from the surface of

everyday life to the murky pools of consciousness that
barely reflect the sun's light or absorb the silent rays of
the moon?

Can we dive and then triumphantly emerge or do

we lie quiescent, submerged with thoughts and memories?

Is

it possible to shove hard against the bottom of reality and
propel ourselves to the now glittering surface to break the
thin film of water that holds us captives?
Through dialogue, a conversation which evolved into an
interchange and discussion of ideas supported by experience
while seeking mutual understanding, the research
participants and I voiced a collective and individual
speaking, weaving a story of teaching and learning, of
teachers and students held by threads of desire and
distancing.

Moving from the whole of the classroom

experience to the singularity of the individual and then
back again in endless interplay of voicings, allowance is
made for consideration of self-perception.

We speak

ourselves.
I attempted to make sense of my life in an earlier
chapter where I discussed and described the details of the
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small, rural town of my childhood and the formations of my
lived life:

school, family, and religion.

I never felt

or acted myself far in thought or action from this trinity.
This tripod placed me in the world and outlined my spatial
and temporal boundaries, my horizons.

My ties to the

larger world of consciousness were evidenced through
learning:

the reading that I did in the classroom as well

as individual reading.

Through geography books,

biographies, travel accounts, tales of intrigue and
romance, I read myself into the world.

I came to it; I

approached the world in dark corners of a room and imagined
that I could see, hear, smell, taste, and feel its
contours.
I desire to know, to feel, to experience, to draw
close to others.

I "expect from the stars."

I bring to

the classroom an awareness of who and where I am.

Ethical

and moral concerns for my students underlie my teaching
practice.

I attempt a caring and critical curriculum.

demand that my students and I learn.

I

Perhaps I do not have

the right to impose my caring concerns and desire for
knowledge on students who do not share or cannot share
similar wishes.

I perceive myself as a teacher.

Alicia

labels me "a teacher-teacher" (journal, 11 March 1993).
Sometimes I am worthy of the designation.
Who sits in my classroom?

Who are the participants

and how can they understand themselves as individuals and
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students?

When writing about how they added to or

participated in our English class, most disclaimed the
importance of their physical or voiced presence, noting
that they contributed more through their silent writings.
Emma and Jimmy claimed that their presence made absolutely
no impression upon the class.

Will made a deliberate shift

from talking about his presence to a more abstract, yet
prophetic, claim that everyone plays a large role in life
and would be missed if gone.
Alicia ambivalently claims to "participate more in
this class more than any class because participation is
used more" yet, at the same time, feels that she adds
nothing to the class but an occasional opinion.

Ryan, more

likely to laugh and withdraw, declares that "I don't really
think that my presence means very much to the class as a
whole, so I contribute by my writing" (journal, 29 March
1993).

Veronica claims to be "quiet" which signals lack of

contribution to discussions and feels that she "expresses
herself better on paper" (journal, 29 March 1993).
The businessman, John, declares that coming to our
class is "like coming to work; you always know you will be
doing something." While Mark, always concerned that he
learn as much as possible, feels "unnoticed," as well he
might in this class of verbal extroverts.
On the other hand, Emma and Jimmy, both of whom
express themselves lucidly and vividly, often poignantly,
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in writings of all kinds, contend that their presence is
null.

Emma, like Alicia, sees herself as participating

more in this class than in the others; yet, she still
writes that "I think my presence doesn't mean much in the
class; I'm sure it's no different when I'm not here."
Also, echoing Alicia's ambivalence, she states that the
reason for her "insignificance" is that she "participates
so little."
Chris and Will, who present counterpositions of life
itself, one somber and melancholy, the other lively and
blithe, represent the poles of negative and positive:
Chris who claims to "provide the downside or you could say
the Death Look" and Will who would have us realize:
It is difficult for
world would be like
everyone touches so
that it would leave
gone.
(journal, 29

anyone to imagine what the
without them. I know
many people in their lives
a very big hole if they were
March 1993)

These best friends somehow complemented each other in their
day's adventures at school.

Will, dragging Chris along in

accompaniment to his carefully constructed classroom
nonsense, could make him smile more than anyone.
Clearly, my efforts at providing opportunities for
these students to present to the whole class material
(fables, poems, descriptive narratives, oral histories,
autobiographies) written for various projects as well as
time and spaces for smaller group discussions of writings
and pieces of literature were not sufficient to counteract
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the teacher-talk of their other classes or the years of
desk-sitting.

Again, we have the theme of distancing —

this time between the student and others in the classroom.
These statements about self, created in the context of
journal writings, help me to understand the feeling of
isolation on the part of students even when a particular
teacher attempts to create an atmosphere of sharing and
communication within the classroom.

Whether these feelings

spring from the state of adolescence or simply are the
essence of self, I cannot determine.

I realize that I find

feelings of isolation within myself daily.
In addition to writing texts that dealt with how the
participants perceived themselves within the context of the
classroom, they also wrote metaphors for their lives.
Gadamer (1993) asserts that "the particularity of an
experience finds expression in metaphorical transference"
(p.429).

Thus, in Carl's interpretation of a student's

education consisting of his traveling a conveyor belt with
"knowledge" being affixed to prior knowledge until he was a
finished and packaged product, we see a consciousness of
education commonly held by many educators today.

If

education is seen metaphorically as a factory, do the
participants see themselves as passive products?

More

importantly, how do these participants see themselves,
creating text as evidence of their power to make meaning of
their own lives?

The original Greek meaning of metaphor
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is "to carry beyond" (Kutz and Roskelly, 1991, p. 228).
Hoping to learn how these participants interpret their
lives beyond the daily schedule of the schoolday, as they
appear as students, as they appear on the surface, an
attempt was provided for an inward consideration of being.
After reading literary and lived examples of
metaphors,

("My way of life is fallen into the sear, the

yellow leaf" and "Life's but a walking shadow"; "Man dreams
the life that is his/ Until his living is done";

and "I am

a gun"), the research group labored to compose conceptions
of life with the written examples of Shakespeare, Calderon,
and a tenth grade drop-out student that were set before
them on flat, laminated desks.
Will, tongue in cheek, chides, "You ask me how I see
life? In five minutes?"

After reminding me of his tender

age of fourteen but claiming to be "no more ignorant than
any other person," he writes of life as a vacation:
You had better ride it fast and hard because it
is not something you get to do everyday.
He continues in this writing to express a desire for life,
to seize the day, to enjoy the moment.

He did.

With his

death, perhaps it is this loss of expressed joy that now
diminishes us all.

He shared with us all.

Nonetheless,

this blithe spirit, bound only by the bell schedule, had a
prescription for classroom boredom:
When you are in a class, don't wish it was over,
do something fun until then.
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Chris (journal, 3 April 1993) paradoxically negated
the literary examples of metaphors, advocating a more
positive view of life:
I don't think life is a dream or the reason for
it either. I feel that if life meant nothing, it
would be nothing. We're all here for a reason
and to find it we live our lives as an Odyssey or
story to find or determine the reason for being
alive on this earth.
So, for Chris, the self-proclaimed giver of the Death look,
living life was the challenge of searching for and finding
a personal reason for being alive.

This is his final

lesson for us all.
Emma and Veronica share a view of life characterized
as a challenge.

Veronica determines religious belief as

underlying cause of her pragmatic thought that:
"Challenges are only temporary and so is life."

Emma, on

the other hand, sees the challenges of life more as valiant
attempts to survive the difficulties of everyday life:
It is a challenge to keep friends by my side, a
challenge trying to hide all the things that
bother me, to keep them from smothering me. I
daydream a lot about how my life could've been
different, if, if only this, if only that, if,
if, if. . . . (journal, 3 April 1993) .
Several of the participants claimed to still be in
search of their personal metaphors for life itself and,
indeed, were better able to write metaphors for their own
experienced lives when we stepped closer to ourselves and
closed the world out.

We wrote ourselves out of the

general and into the particulars of the personal.
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Carl (journal, 6 April 1993) pictures himself as a
stray puppy who is taken in by a student at school:
I feel what he feels. When he is sad, I comfort
him. When he is lonely, I give him a friend.
When he is happy, I celebrate with him.
The elements of warmth and friendship emanate from Carl's
writing.

A generous giver to others, who offers support to

my efforts in writing, in group meetings and in chance
encounters, Carl sees himself in active participation with
others.
Another metaphor of sharing and giving is that of
Alicia.

She claims the organic metaphor of rose:
I am not a rose because of its beauty but because
of what it gives. A rose gives love. After a
while I become a nothing because I wilt away, but
I know that I'll be a something that spreads love
very soon.

Emma (journal, 6 April 1993), too, claims to be a
flower, but one not universally accepted and loved by all.
She adds planting and care directions that warn:
Some people like me, some people don't. I keep
to myself. I must be planted to grow. With a
little water and plant food, you can watch me
grow. I need lots of sunlight to blossom and
grow. Lots of loving care, as everyone knows.
If you care for me and nurture me, I'll bloom
just for you. I will see lots of rain in my
life, but also the beautiful morning dew.
While Alicia feels secure in her ability to give love
unconditionally, Emma has need of care and concern before
she can fulfill the flower's natural destiny of providing
beauty.
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Two metaphors of trees —

one that is growing due to

deep and strong roots which are tied to familial influences
(Mark, journal, 6 April 1993) while the other metaphor
written during a despondent lull portrays a tree that has
died but is still standing:
I have problems but I cannot solve them. There's
no use caring though because I'm just there. I
just stand there all alone, dead. Most don't
know my anguish for they think I'm just fine.
Maybe one day I'll fall on someone's head and
kill them too.
(Jimmy, 6 April 1993)
Other warning metaphors include Veronica's saw ("Don't
play too carelessly with me because you'll be the one to
get hurt") that can either help or hurt and Chris's
ineffectual bomb that "barely ever explodes and most of the
time just sits and burns until the heat is gone" move the
students' perceptions of self from portrayals of human
warmth, love, and growth to more dangerous issues of
feelings and actions that point out the possibility of
retaliation.
John (journal, 6 April 1993), who earlier in the
chapter pointed us toward the need to more fully experience
our lives, shows an awareness of double perception as he
compares himself to a poster "looked at by other adults."
Warning that while the viewers see him as a "fine young
man," and "unknowing they buy me and hang me on the wall in
their mind," John realizes that "they love to look but they
do not want me, the real troublemaker that doesn't care
what they think."

He concludes by saying "Other people
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view me, but real people know me.
lifetime warranty."

They are sold with a

Reminiscent of Carl's underwater

mirror image, John metaphor of seeing and being seen at the
same time, presents only a visual surface image while he
exists underneath.

While some only see external

appearances, others who are named "real people" have the
ability to "know."
Remembering that Alicia labels me a "teacher-teacher"
and realizing that I do not always live that role with its
enormously overwhelming implications for teaching and
caring, I turn to the last journal entry (8 April 1993)
written by Will, the lived embodiment of the Zeitgeist of
the class, who could play and act, at various moments, the
many roles of being:

the serious, the thoughtful, the

caring, the distracting, the playful, the rebellious, and
the studious.
Mrs. Allen picks up a book and looks at the
pictures on the cover. She doesn't think it is
all that unusual so she puts it back down on the
ground. Mrs. B. walks up and sees the book so
she looks at the cover and then opens the book.
She realizes the inside is better than the
outside. She realizes that the cover is not a
very good description of the contents.
As she reads further on, she discovers the
reasons for the pictures on the cover. She
discovers that the book doesn't want to just wear
its contents on the outside. He wants it to be
someone special who learns what it is all about.
Someone who will take the time to read it.
This characterization of a student's life as a book
and the teacher's life as that of a reader points toward an
interpretation of text that includes elements of a
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teacher's sensitivity, understanding, and the insight to
act with "pedagogical tact"

(van Manen, 1991) which

includes the ability:
to see a situation calling for sensitivity, to
understand the meaning of what is seen, to sense
the significance of this situation, to know how
and what to do, and to actually do something
right.... Somehow, insight and feeling are
instantly realized in a mode of acting
characterized by a certain thinking
attentiveness. (p.146)
I have claimed to have literally read myself into a
consciousness of the larger lifeworld; I acknowledge that
within the classroom the students are the texts that I
study and interpret.

Obviously, the teacher too is a text

for student interpretation.

The rarity of the above

writing is that this perceptive student who himself was
adept at reading the texts of others was also aware of
"having been read."
Throughout this chapter, the interpretation of text
has traced the evidences of desire and distancing.

This

last metaphor of student as text and teacher as interpreter
presents as well as leads to an understanding of the
student's desire to love, to live, and to be understood.
The desire for drawing close to another human being flows
through the metaphors of the stray puppy, the roses, the
flower, the poster, the live tree, and the book.

The

distancing between self-perception and external-perception
is evidenced in the metaphors of the saw, the dead tree,
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and the bomb.

The tracings of desire and distancing flow

from one experience of schooling to the other, from one of
us to the other, in unending circles of knowing and
learning.

Encircling the Circlet

"The Final Inch"

These students who acted as research participants
during this project faithfully and fully recorded their
thoughts on school, curriculum, teachers, and self in full
accord with the requirements of human science research.

In

open and honest conversations, they worked through their
ideas on teachers and how they teach as well as their
relationships with these teachers.

Their primary concern

or desire that they be taught in order that they might
learn how to live life was of surprising intensity.

Their

feelings of separation in the classroom from life were a
recurring pattern of pain and alienation, feelings welldocumented in academic sources (Nc-ddings, 1992, p. 2).
Through our questions about school, curriculum,
teachers, and self, we have learned that there may be no
final answers or conclusions.

In the defamiliarization,

even in the understanding, of experience there is no
possibility of closure:
I stepped from plank to plank
So slow and cautiously;
The stars about my head I felt,
About my feet the sea.
I knew not but the next
Would be my final inch, --
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This gave me that precarious gait
Some call experience.
(Dickinson, 1890/1959, p. 166)
Emily Dickinson realized the perils of living life, the
uncertainty of experience, the distance "from plank to
plank" that causes one to walk at a tilt.
The close look at students' perceptions of schooling
and curriculum, along with a cooperative effort at textual
interpretation of lived experiences through hermeneutic
conversation, make the researcher able to hear a polyphony
of voices:

some loud, some soft, some encouraging, some

angry, some demanding, some quiescent.

Though this

research circle has moved in time and place, the endless
cycle of school experiences continues to evolve.

We change

and are changed.
As we collaborated in later hermeneutic conversations
(see van Manen, 1990, p. 99), we came to realize that our
group was not the same group that met last year.

We were

jolted from life to death with the loss of two of our
participants--Will and Chris.

From April to November we

had moved through change and time, some of us from life to
death.
Indeed, we live our lives "an inch at a time" and the
"precarious gait" causes us to grasp at each other for
balance and support.

It became evident in these later

conversations that our project was not concluded.
continued to talk.

We
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Interlude;

Bridging the Distance of Silence

In the next chapter, I discuss the issues that arose
from later meetings and interviews with the research
participants held in late January and early February of
1994.

In earlier meetings held during the fall, I had

found the group curiously reticent.

These vibrant and

outspoken students were suddenly still and shy.
my students?

Where were

I felt that I had lost all of them.

Stunned and shocked by the loss of their two friends,
they sat and looked at me from underneath lowered brows.
felt the unspoken questions; yet, I too was silenced.

I

We

managed to get through early drafts of preceding chapters,
particularly Chapters 4 and 5.

Valiantly, they helped me

think about the thematic issues of their texts and led us
toward deeper uncovering of meaning.
In January, 1994, I returned to the school for final
meetings that spilled over into February, this time with
written questions in hand.
write?

If we could not speak, could we

The group of participants eagerly seized the

questions I had prepared and promised to have them ready by
the next day.

I had provided a familiar assignment.

knew how to write.

They could write.

They

Sensing a

breakthrough from the strong, stony, and solitary silence
of grief to shared expressions of sorrow, I planned visits
to conduct individual interviews.

I felt they were able to

speak of the meanings of the loss of their friends and
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fellow students as well as discuss the meanings of
participating in this research project.
We wrote to address the following questions:
* As you look at this chapter (5) of
interpretation of your text, notice that we use
the word life quite often. How do you think we
use the word? What do we mean by life? We talk
about the game of life, of closing the gap
between school and life, etc. What is life?
* As I write the last chapter, how would you like
our story to end? What final things might we say
about our experiences together last year? What
has participating in this project meant to you?
What have you learned?
* How could I handle the loss of Will and Chris
in the last chapter? What would you like me to
say about them? Should I write about what the
loss has meant to me? What it has meant to you?
Would you please write about how you have felt
since the accident?
* What else would you like to say? I am
searching for and interested in anything you are
thinking now.
I include this list of questions here, rather than in
the Appendix, to lead toward the discussion of the
participants' written and oral responses in the following
chapter.

The issues of life and its companion death, along

with the development of a deeper understanding of self and
others, came forward in the writings and the conversations
as the most salient ingredients of their experiences as
students.

Also, as in common in human science research

(van Manen, 1990, p.98), some participants expressed the
longing to continue the research.

After this uncovering of

and laying bare the hermeneutic structure of these final

stages of interpretation, I turn in the last chapter to
consider the shared understandings as tendered by the
research participants.

CHAPTER 6
OURSELVES IN THE WORLD:

THE DUPLICITY OF EXPERIENCE

Introduction

In considering Arendt's admonition that we "love our
children" and "prepare them in advance for the task of
renewing a common world," I realize that as an educator, I
expect that the child who sat in the cluttered desk on
Friday afternoon anxiously awaiting the release of the
dismissal bell will arrive early on Monday morning to
resume the process of "renewal."

This is the expectation

"from the stars."
In an earlier chapter, we listened as Dewey (1981)
warned us that:
We always live at the time we live and not at
some other time, and only by extracting at each
present time the full meaning of each present
experience are we prepared for doing the same
thing in the future. This is the only
preparation which in the long run amounts to
anything.
(p. xix)
We think again of what it means that we be aware that we
are living "at the time we live" so that we are "prepared
for doing the same thing in the future."

We attempt to

“extract(ing)... the full meaning of each present
experience."

We remember that John realizes that we "may

know life by heart,....But what is the point of all this if
148
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you don't live it?"
live life?

What is life?

What does it mean to

What does it mean to lose life, to lose; friends

to death, to continue one's schooling without them?

Do

schools prepare students to understand "the full meaning of
each present experience"?
of life and death?

Are students taught the lessons

Can they be?

Should they be?

These questions now lead the discussion.

Suddenly,

the importance of the previous concerns of the research
participants with teachers and subject matter fade away as
we turn toward a consideration of facing school in the
midst of pain and sorrow, in the middle of loss.

We

remember that, for Dewey, living and experiencing are one
and the same, equal categories of existence.
ourselves in the world.
the world.

We find

We live the world; we experience

I wrote earlier that Dewey (1981) speaks to my

private sorrows when he describes experience as the
"process of standing something; of suffering and
passion..." (p.63).

What he terms the "duplicity of

experience" acknowledges the precariousness of stability,
the "trials and tests of ourselves" (p.63).

Now, I more

fully understand this "process" and the "trials and tests,"
as do these young research participants.
Gadamer's (1993) teaching that the painfulness of
experience "lets us see into the inner nature of
experience" (p. 356) allows

a closer look at and
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exploration of the dimensions of the aftershocks of the
loss of Chris and Will.

The hard lesson of finitude.

Retrospections of Life;

Closing the Gap

Fear no more the heat o'the sun,
Nor the furious winter's rages;
Thou thy worldly task hast done,
Home art gone, and ta'en thy wages:
Golden lads and girls all must,
As chimney-sweepers, come to dust.
Shakespeare's lines from Cvmbeline repeatedly catch my
eye and hold the darker thoughts that take charge during
the late night and early morning hours as I attempt to
locate and understand my own ideas concerning the meanings
of life and death.

As earlier in the research project, the

research participants wrote concerning their desire that
life and learning be brought together in the classroom as
co-equals, now I find that life and death must share an
uneasy position of focus of the final hermeneutic
conversations.
Shakespeare finds comfort in death's removal of the
person from life's cares and with fatalistic dispassion
avows:
The sceptre, learning, physic, must
All follow this, and come to dust.
However, I find cold comfort in the "quiet consummation" of
the grave.

While Will's grave lies in the midst of a

country churchyard surrounded by the sibilant sighs of
pines and ornamented by a plain granite monument with his
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name firmly engraved, Chris lies unannounced, topped by
angry mounds of ugly, red clay littered with the tattered
remnants of funereal floral offerings.

I struggle against

the relentless reality of the loss and cannot accept the
"finitude" of life.
Ryan (writing, 25 January 1994) suggests that I tell
how the loss has changed me.

The others urge that we

remember Will and Chris in this last chapter because of
their importance to our work together.

Will (class

journal, 12 October 1992) himself had written:
The Missing Tile
Even though a tile is missing, it still adds
flavor to the floor. Its imprint is still there
even though it came up some time ago.
The missing tile describes how someone's
spirit adds originality and life to something
even though the person is gone.
I think just because someone dies or moves
away doesn't mean we have to replace their
'tile'. It means we should remember their mark
forever.
This freewriting done in the early part of Will's
ninth grade year had caught my attention as had several
other of his writings.

To work with a student who loved to

read and write as much as I did while, at' the same time,
joyfully creating major and minor distractions in the
classroom was a challenge in many ways.

Of course, any

student who wants to read Great Expectations can be
forgiven anything by an English teacher.
learning and language.

The joy of

I smile as I remember.

At the end

of the year, Will had written me a note to apologize for
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the disturbances he caused and to tell me, at the same
time, that he had learned a great deal in spite of the
mayhem.

Sorrow, I find, is only part of the experience;

joy in the memories of the person's life presences itself.
I will remember.
Chris, as mentioned earlier, was the counterpart of
Will.

If Will smiled, Chris scowled.

If Will could joke,

Chris could fold his arms to assume a sardonic pose of
disaffectation.

Only in scattered moments would Chris

speak to me of his love for his little sister and, even
then, in stories toned by dark humor.
making offerings to his moods:

I found myself

a pencil, sheets of paper,

extensions of due dates for assignments, silent
acknowledgments of ability, written encouragement in
journal entries.
But he and Will could be funny together.

On a trip to

a restaurant in a nearby city for a Spanish club Christmas
celebration, the two of them found themselves, along with
Alicia, forced to ride with me the distance of some fifty
miles.

By the time we had traveled a scant mile, they had

started their sit down comedy routine, projected from the
back seat of the car.

Never ones to lose the opportunity

to entertain if only their teacher, of all people, and
staid Alicia.

I could hardly drive for laughing so hard.

Alicia glanced sideways at me, her eyes filled with mirth,
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her fringed bangs shaking against her forehead.

I smile

again at the memory.
How have I changed?

Sorrow modifies all.

myself less happy, less optimistic.

I find

I feel diminished and

powerless, less comfortable in myself.

I find that I have

fears for my students that I did not have before.

In

conversation with Alicia (2 February 1994), I tell her how
I longed for the other participants, immediately after the
accident, as if I had abandoned them.

Perhaps I felt

Ruddick's (1989) "preservative love."

I grieve that they

must learn at too young an age the harshness of life— the
name of its counterpart death.

I mourn the loss of their

innocence--their belief that life is forever, that they are
invincible.

They have learned.

They have learned.

Alicia claims not to have written

a definition of life (in discussion, she terms life "a
being"), but she writes of what she associates with the
word:
Life is something that brings each one of us
happiness. We really don't understand the
importance of our lives until something tragic
has happened.
Life is something you
liveday by
day. It was given to you and can very well be
taken away at any time.
The expression "taken away" haunts our writings and
conversations.

Absence.

either a visual or vocal
in her or his classroom.

The first thing a teacher does is
roll call to presence
Who is absent?

the students
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Carl, having lost some portion of his verbosity,
succinctly concludes:
I believe that life is happiness and dreams and
the very minute you start to take it for granted
God or whoever you believe in as a higher being
will take it away from you.
In similar fashion, John defines life:
God is life. He brought me, you, and everyone
else into this world. He has the power to take
you out. Believe me, I've seen it happen. I
used to not think before I did something. I
would say to myself, what is the worst that could
(happen)? Could I die from it. You will pay for
everything you do in life, good and bad. It may
be 5 months from now or 20 years.
Ryan offers a more balanced view of life as having a
purpose as we were "put here on Earth by God for a reason
that we have yet to find out" (writing, 2 6 January 1994) .
Though he calls this life only "temporary," he introduces
the possibility of "fun" if "you live it (life) right and
make the right decisions."
While most of the participants think of life now in
terms of its temporality and uncertainty and as given and
taken away by God, Veronica conceives of life as "nothing
but onebig test," linking her
"right or

decisions, like Ryan, to

wrong." Jimmy, too, steps beyond the fears of

losing life to the challenges of living life.

He responds:

To me life is like a journey. You start off
young, not experienced and not knowing the
terrain. As you get older, you gradually get
more experienced and further on your journey.
Like a journey, life has its ups and downs, its
gains and its losses, but a strong person, like a
strong journeyman, will travel on.
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Clearly, though in difficulties of coping with "its
losses," Jimmy the journeyman is locating the stamina he
needs to learn from and endure Dewey's "process of standing
something."

He "travels on."

Here, I allow Emma's thoughts to conclude the
consideration of the meaning of the loss of Will and Chris
to our research project and lives:
The loss of these two boys has changed all of our
lives. We all knew them well, and they were a
light in everyone's life. Everyone loved them,
and to have them taken away so early in life is a
tragedy. Everyone in our sophomore class has
felt the loss in some way. This town doesn't
shine like it used to. I think this loss has
made us learn even more about ourselves.
And, so, even as we find ourselves in the midst of
loss and change, a diminution of the "light," we yet move
toward "learn(ing) even more about ourselves."

Are we all

part of a single light (see Chiari, 1975, p. 64) and does
the loss of some diminish the solitary flame?

What have we

learned about ourselves and how have we learned?

Understanding Self and Others:

Conquering the Distance

Ricoeur (1974) proposes that "The purpose of all
interpretation is to conquer a remoteness, a
distance . . . "

(p.16).

We interpret our writings,

consider our conversations, mull over chance remarks to
close the gaps and comprehend the relationships between
knowledge and understanding, between the familiar and the
strange, the near and the far, ourselves and others.
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Ricoeur (1974) discusses Heidegger's ontology of
understanding that recovers understanding, "no longer as a
mode of knowledge, but rather as a mode of being" (p.6).
How can one understand one's own existence?

Can it be

that:
It is thus the growth of his (sic) own
understanding of himself that he pursues through
his understanding of the other. Every
hermeneutics is thus, explicitly or implicitly,
self-understanding by means of understanding
others, (p.17)
While Ricoeur's call for "self-understanding by means
of understanding others" is a viable aspect of this
consideration of the student's understanding of self,
Grumet's (1992) "knowledge of self-as-knower-of-the world"
also comes forward as a means of conceptualizing students'
self-understanding.

In an earlier chapter (p.16), I had

written that "Learning self constructs an avenue, a
gateway, a means of possibilities of learning others."
However, coming forward in the students' later
writings is the idea that one cannot know oneself in
isolation; one can know oneself only if one permits others
to know self.

Perhaps I had missed the subtleties and

complexities of the reciprocal relationships between self
and others as well as the agency of the individual in
determining the movement of the relationship.

What the

participants' writings support is that it is not only that
one can understand others through understanding self, but
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that one can understand self through others' understanding
of self.
Jimmy (conversation, 28 January 1994) cogently
suggests that "The most important things are the hardest
things to say because words diminish the thoughts that you
have."

Yet throughout the duration of this project, these

participants have continued to find the words to push our
understandings to the outermost regions of our horizons.
In response to the questions--What has participating in
this project meant to you?

What have you learned?-- the

research participants wrote statements that pointed toward
the development of a deeper understanding of themselves and
others through shared writings in dialogical, hermeneutic
conversations.
Ryan, always one to keep himself to himself, quiet
even as we met in the later meetings, kept his questions
(26 January 1994) for several days before completing them.
However, he filled the pages with closely written script
and detailed the meanings he had found within the project:
Being involved in the project has made me think a
lot about myself and my feelings inside. Prior
to being involved, I didn't do too much thinking
about much of anything. I've been allowed to
express many feelings and ideas that otherwise I
wouldn't have shared. I most probably would have
kept it all bottled up inside and never actually
got to know myself and others. Mostly, I've
learned how to really say, or write, what and how
I feel about myself, or anything really!
This lengthy quote from the most tightly contained
participant points toward the value of such research that
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allows for the development of a student's selfunderstanding--if, that is, such a self-understanding is
valued in the school setting.

I remember Will's poem of 6

October 1993:
There was a boy who didn't tell what he feels.
He soon lost himself and lost what was real.
He created a new person that was not him.
His once happy life soon grew dim.
He covered his true feelings with lies.
He let no one see him cry.
Once (there was) a boy who threw his word in.
If he doesn't talk soon, he will never find it
again.
When you keep something bottled up inside,
You are missing some of the world's great ride.
Let go and drop it behind,
Or soon, to the world's beauty, you will be
blind.
Please learn to let go.
Don't be like the boy and miss the show.
Let go.

Talk soon.

Thus, understandings of self ranged

from a realization of one's own position of vulnerability
as an individual and the presence of one's inner feelings
to, as we shall discuss later, an awareness of shared
commonalities with others.
Alicia joins the conversation about writing one's
feelings into existence by commenting, "There were some
things that I felt, but when I went back and read them, I
thought--did I write that?"

She continues by deciding that

in her writing she tells "who I really am."

She guides me

through her understanding of the writing process:

One
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writes, then re-reads the writing, and only then realizes
the truth of the writing.

So, not in the initial writing,

but in the later reading does the truth value of the
writing appear to the writer.

Alicia discusses the

process undergone in group conversations:

One writes, then

reads the writing, and talks about the writing with others.
In this fashion, the writer realizes the feelings of others
toward or about what has been written.
Carl (conversation, 28 1994), the underwater surveyor
of reality and rider of the conveyor belt, instructs me
that "You can't get to know somebody unless you read
something they wrote.

You yourself write your thoughts,

but you don't understand your thoughts until you write
them.

Even what we wrote last year, we are just now

understanding."

Jimmy concurs by adding, "You need to see

what you're thinking."
The difficulty of understanding and being understood
in a group conversation seems worth the labor as the
research participants continue the exploration of the value
of hermeneutic conversation in constructing an
understanding of self and others.

Veronica (24 January

1994) thinks about her role in the project:
Participating in this project makes me take a
deeper look at myself. Sometimes you can look at
yourself and see something there that you've
never seen before. I think things are a lot
easier for you yourself once you understand who
you are and when you give everyone an idea of who
you are.
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Veronica points to the development of the ability to
understand oneself through allowing others to understand
oneself as well.

She nudges us toward a consideration of

the reciprocity of understanding.
Emma, also, thinks about the possibility that she
might "show people" herself:
I have learned that I'm not alone in anything.
Other people feel the same as I do and they
understand.
At first I didn't like the idea of
this project, to tell and show people myself.
Now I know that in order to know yourself, you
must let others know you.
While this sensitive and sometimes withdrawn participant
expresses the necessity of relational knowing, she still
maintains a distance between herself and those she
perceives as not her "friends."
to mindStern's (1990)

Emma's observations bring

findings that, for adolescent girls,

"Relationships without independence become just as
problematic as independence without relationships" (p. 84).
However, Emma does acknowledge the connections to selfunderstanding through knowledge of self by others.
The writings and conversation draw forth the notion
that a person "allows" others to know self.

One plays the

role of gatekeeper to understanding of self by others.
understands and allows others to understand.

One

Yet, through

the allowance, the permission to draw close, one gains
self-understanding.

I find this a curious idea, somehow,

one of which I had not fully understood the significance.
Perhaps, this is something that I "knew" without
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"understanding."

Furthermore, the notion of the

reciprocity of understanding leads toward a consideration
of commonalities discussed by the participants.
What can we understand about each other?
understand about ourselves?

What do we

Emma earlier wrote, "Other

people feel the same as I do" and "I feel better about
myself because I am not alone in anything."

How do people

feel the same and how are we not alone?
Veronica (26 January 1994) elaborates:
I've noticed something.
different as it seems.
own mind, but we aren't
just talking about just
What makes us different
up.

People aren't as
Sure, everyone has their
that different. I'm not
this group but everybody.
is the way we are brought

If we are not as different as we might think, how are we
alike?

Alicia explains:
I feel I've learned a lot about myself and
others. I've learned that we all have a desire
to love, live, and be understood. This makes me
realize I'm not the only person in the world with
problems and gripes, but my friends around me
face the same thing.

Alicia finds that all people have "a desire to love, live,
and be understood."

I discover that Alicia borrows my

expression from an earlier chapter.

Unconsciously, she has

appropriated my language to speak her thoughts.
In addition, Veronica and Jimmy decide that we all
care about the same domains of our lives:
and self.

friends, family,

Veronica, through a reading of preliminary

drafts of Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation, recognized
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her own desires in those of the others, particularly those
of Emma and Alicia.

Jimmy reinforces the idea by

suggesting that "We all have the same basic beliefs
expressed in different ways" (conversation, 26 January
1994) which include a belief in some sort of higher being
accompanied by a love of family and friends.
Van Manen (1990) suggests that:
In doing research we question the world's very
secrets and intimacies which are constitutive of
the world, and which bring the world as world
into being for us and in us. Then research is a
caring act: we want to know that which is most
essential to being. To care is to serve and to
share our being with the one we love. We desire
to truly know our loved one's very nature, (p.5)
Van Manen (1990) quotes Goethe, "One learns to know only
what one loves, and the deeper and fuller the knowledge is
to be, the more powerful and vivid must be the love, indeed
the passion" (p. 6)

The notion of care, and its connection

to love, pushes the interpretation of participant writing
and conversation toward a consideration of what care means
when we consider it as an aspect of curriculum and
schooling.

Care and Curriculum:

Pedagogical Attentiveness

Van Manen (1990) links human science research and
critical pedagogy:
The end of human science research for educators
is a critical pedagogical competence: knowing how
to act tactfully in pedagogic situations on the
basis of a carefully edified thoughtfulness. To
that end hermeneutic phenomenological research
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reintegrates part and whole, the contingent and
the essential, value and desire. It encourages a
certain attentive awareness to the details and
seemingly trivial dimensions of our everyday
educational lives.
(p.8)
Not only is the educator's attentiveness directed
toward the "details" of our educational lives but it is
also directed toward the students and their needs and
interests.

The participants themselves point toward a love

of and care for, friends, family, and self.

It seems that

their notion of care is in accord with Heidegger's (1962)
description of care as "the very Being of human life."
Here are located the sites of their attentiveness, their
care.

When faced with the transient nature of life, the

participants push these forward as focus of attention.

The

deaths of Will and Chris pull into sharp focus the
importance of life, in effect, distilling the complex
experiences of life and death into residues of love and
care.
Veronica (conversation, 26 January 1994) explained the
relationship between her sense of satisfaction with life
and the personal and academic aspects of her life.

As we

discussed her definition of life as "one big test," she
related that the personal--her relationships with friends
and ability to "fit in"--is more crucial to her sense of
well-being than her success in academic subjects.

I

expected the reverse, especially as she used the
educational metaphor of "test."

However, the test is a
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self-test--to maintain friendships and, at the same time,
live according to her personal morals and codes of
behavior.

Veronica, the test-taker and winner at district

literary rally, links her life to issues of caring for the
friendships of others.

School subjects are secondary.

Earlier in this chapter, Ryan spoke of his ability to
now "think" about himself and his "feelings."

Not only can

he think but he can also "express" what he terms feelings
and ideas.

After writing these introductory remarks and

advising me to write about how the loss of Will and Chris
had affected me, he admits that he has "taken it pretty
hard."

Claiming that it is easier to write about what has

happened than to say to someone, he writes a candid account
of his relationship with Chris.

Speaking of Will who "made

us laugh and really enjoyed life," he grieves that he could
not "have lived it longer."

Writing on the back of the

page of questions in carefully spaced lines of evenly
spaced words, Ryan brings forward the presence of his lost
friend Chris by

speaking of an experience on the tennis

court.
Most people didn't know Chris. Chris was one of
the funniest and most caring people I've ever
known. He made me laugh almost as much as Will
did! One day during 6th period, we were playing
tennis. I discovered that I had pleurisy, but I
found out the hard way! I was in the middle of a
swing and the pain hit me. It was so bad that I
had to sit down. Chris was hitting beside me,
and when he saw me hit the concrete, he ran over
and asked me what happened. The look on his face
was very sincere and I could tell that he really
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cared. That really touched me and I'll remember
that for the rest of my life!
Ryan, who carefully held himself tightly together
throughout most of the study, finds a part of himself that
he did not know as well as a realization of his feelings
towards others and theirs toward him.

Again, the word

caring comes forward to signal itself as a significant part
of the meaning of what it is to be a human being.
Caring, relational ways of being and knowing are not
gender specific, as found in this study.

Caring seems to

be an integral entity for both male and female
participants.

As Jimmy and the others agree with Veronica

that the personal aspects of their lives (the care for
friends, family, and self) are the commonalities of
experienced life, I now must wonder how educators address
these issues in the curriculum.

Can the care and love for

friends, family and self, not to mention the larger issues
of life and death themselves, form the basis for curriculum
and pedagogy?
The findings of this study support Noddings'

(1992)

comments that:
What is important to recognize and admit is that
curriculum content--in the form of traditional
subjects--was not a big contributor to
satisfaction with schooling. Periodically,
curriculum is touted as the key to educational
reform and huge amounts of money are spent on its
revision, but astute observers have commented
more than once that a focus on curriculum
revision is not the answer.
(p.2)
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If traditional subjects are found to be of little
contribution toward student satisfaction with the schooling
process, then how might students be brought to a closer
engagement with learning and curriculum, in effect
lessening the "distance" to fulfill "desire"?

In response

to the problem of student alienation, Noddings calls for
the realization of "multiple goals and purposes" within
education as well as for the striving toward the single
goal "to promote the growth of students as healthy,
competent, moral people" (p.10).
I wish to suggest that if educators introduce the
ingredient of care to the recipe of curriculum to be mixed
and baked as an integral part of the whole dish, then
students might learn in multiples of ways to care for
themselves, each other, the environment (local, school,
global), and ultimately--learning.

Not only can educators

bring about "the renewal of the young," but these "young"
themselves are capable of renewing themselves through a
curriculum that is fashioned around their actual lived
interests and concerns.

Thus, the element of

transformation is visible as curriculum is re-visioned as
encompassing and being encompassed by the elements of life
itself, the original "desire" of the participants.
To teach the student as a human being is to call forth
rich and fruitful possibilities of learning and being.
Such a treatment of curriculum would mean that students,
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such as those who participated in this study, could find a
deeper engagement in learning and a love of understanding
of life and knowledge.

Indeed, Pinar's (1975) notion of

curriculum as currere, which "involves the investigation of
the nature of the individual experience of the public"
(p.400), leads the educator to consider teaching and
learning as possibilities for deep and rich delving into
the students' inner perceptions and understandings of
knowledge.

The students' movements and journeys toward

self-understanding and understanding of others could be
guided by educators who are able to assist these students
along the pathways of growth and transformation.
Though Jimmy (conversation, 26 January 1994) assured
me that the "higher ups" would not allow that the
curriculum be changed from an emphasis on traditional
school subjects, I wonder how such a curriculum might have
affected my last year of teaching at this high school.

He

stood, shook his head vigorously, and motioned with
flailing arms as he flatly stated the impossibility of a
teacher's changing the direction of curriculum.
wonder.

Yet I

I remember all of the students that I taught last

school year--the lack of regard for self and others, the
listless attempts at learning.
This past year, the student body, for the most part,
moved apathetically through the day, waiting from recess to
recess to final bell.

Even sports had finally failed to
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catch much

interest among students or teachers. The grimy

halls were

littered with paper and filth with black streaks

cf gum smeared from one end of the hall to the other.

The

janitors daily despaired as they mechanically pushed wide,
wooly mops across the debris.

Many of the teachers

reported multiple discipline problems and the office staff
spent hours wagging
respect on

their chins in dismay at the lack of

the part of the students and the lackof morale

on the part of the teachers.

Some of the teachers openly

admitted simply to waiting for retirement.

Others dreamed

of finding different employment.
These research participants exhibited extraordinary
insights and abilities throughout the duration of this
study.

Though perhaps more motivated and academically able

than some, I maintain that this type of classroom-based
research could involve students of varying academic
abilities with fruitful results.

This research followed

years of actively promoting more dialogic, democratic
pedagogical practices that had as goal the development of
teacher and student as active participants in the process
of learning and teaching as well as the establishment of a
community of learners; hence, this study is the culmination
of years of classroom teaching.

I reflect upon my work in

the secondary classroom with some measure of satisfaction
that I have attempted to act for the pedagogic ,:Good" of
the students within my care.

I feel that I have done my
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share in attempting "the renewal of the young"; indeed, I
have followed avenues of self-renewal.

I have come to

realize how important this is to me--that I teach as well
as I can with the complex implications of "good teaching."
Van Manen (1990) reminds the educator that:
To do hermeneutic phenomenology is to attempt to
accomplish the impossible: to construct a full
interpretative description of some aspect of the
lifeworld, and yet to remain aware that lived
life is always more complex than any explication
of meaning can reveal. The phenomenological
reduction teaches us that complete reduction is
impossible, that full or final descriptions are
unattainable.
(p.18)
I have realized the limits of my attempts to describe the
ways that students give meaning to their experiences of
curriculum.

Rather, I have struggled to work with them in

dialogic conversations to come to some sort of
understanding of how they perceive their educational
experiences.

In so doing, I have learned a great deal.

In

reciprocal fashion, so too have the participants.
As I think about the ending of this study and the
necessary moving toward the "expectation from the stars"
that awaits each participant and myself, I am reminded of a
description of place written by Will:
The mossy pecan tree presses softly against my
back as I look at the wide, muddy river. The
fading sun glistens on the water to make the
light twice as powerful. The sounds of boats are
far in the distance. A fish gently splashes the
water and awakens me from my daze. I feel the
cool breeze blowing my hair. The sun is halfeaten now. The sounds of boats are farther away.
They are then covered by the soft voice of the
wind running through the trees. The sun bids me
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farewell and I hear a gentle whistle, the whistle
of a mother who seeks the company of her little
boy now that the sun is gone.
Though the day has ended and the sun has bid farewell, the
mother has called the child to her for safekeeping until
the sun's rays return to illuminate the water with
glistening light.

The care and love of the caretaker of

the child--the parent or teacher-- posits an
"attentiveness" toward the well-being of the child.
Just as we "love the world" and "assume responsibility
for it," we also refuse to leave our children "to their own
devices" in the dark but draw them close.

Regardless of

the difficulties of life and the pain of learning the
"lesson of finitude," the desire remains to draw close to
life itself and, with Dewey's advice in mind, "to extract
at each present time the full meaning of each present
experience."

Thus, the distance is lessened as students

and teachers are prepared to undertake Arendt's "task of
renewing a common world."
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APPENDIX
JOURNAL TOPICS

* List each subject you are taking and write an
explanation of what it is.
* How important is each of your classes to you?
List in order of importance and explain the
rankings.
* What is missing? What do you want or need to
learn that is not provided?
* Describe how some or all of your teachers teach.
You may want to focus on one or two classes
and write an imaginary scenario, placing
yourself in that class and writing a semi
fictionalized account of that class period.
* Complete statement: I am learning the most in
_____ class because ______________. Explain
and give a description of the class.
* Describe your experience in a particular class at a
particular time.
* Describe yourself during first period today.
in first person pronoun, "I".

Write

* Rewrite an account of what happened yesterday in
your first period class, using third person
pronoun, "she" or "he." Concentrate on what
you thought/felt/said/did rather than what
someone else did.
* Re-read the previous two days writings. Look for
similarities or differences due to the change
in viewpoint from first to third person
pronoun.
* Discuss how you add to or participate in this class.
What do you think your presence means to our
class?
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* Write about your lived space (spatiality); felt
space (the schoolroom); lived body
(corporeality); lived time (temporality);
subjective time (fast/slow/suspended); lived
human nature (others).
* Write about your relationships with your teachers.
How do you feel about them? How do you get
along? Communicate? Understand each other?
Treat each other?
* Write a dialogue that is based upon a conversation
that you might have or have had with a
teacher. It doesn't matter if the
conversation actually took place, only that
it would be possible for this type of
conversation to take place.
* Write an interior monologue (this is a portrayal of
the thoughts going through your mind) after
you have had a conversation with your
teacher. Set up the situation by telling
what happened.
Then, write your thoughts in
first person.Again, it doesn't
matter if
such an encounter actually took place, only
that it could possibly.
* Write

a metaphor foryour life.

* Respond to a passage read from The Last Picture Show
(McMurtry, 1966).
* Complete:

I am a(n) _______________.

Elaborate.

* Look back at and reflect upon the journal writings.
Respond to, add to, explain, elaborate or
write about something you've been thinking
about which we have written.
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